
Broad St-film of 
the game 

Give my Regards to Broad 
Street is the title of Paul 

ney's new film — a 
ie new game for 

mmodore 64 and Atari by 
Mind Games. 

. Paul McCartney's film will 
be premiered in Liverpool on 
Wednesday November 28 and 
goes on general release in the 
New Year; the game version is 
scheduled to coincide with this. 

G Regards to Broad 
is described 

musical 
the film 
dramatic 

Review : 
Micro Command) 

talks back 

Alien competition 
100 games must 

be won! 

will be making a bid for a 
of the UK home 

ter market with the 
of its new model in 

y 1985. 
‘sionally called the 1Q 

164, the new computer will 
feature 64K of RAM, as well as 
an extended 40K BASIC and 
restyled black and red casing. 

The new model will first be 
launched in France, wirere Oric 
is reported to have $3 per cent 
of the market, Its UK share of 
the market stands at 1-2 per 
cent, and the company hopes to 
Continued on page 5 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TI-99/4A 

PARCO ELECTRICS have more software for the TI-99/4A 
than anyone else in Europe. Watch out for new titles from 

“ the USA,.as well as our own range of quality cassettes 
rat 

SOLID STATE SOFTWARE CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
THE BARGAINS ARE HERE TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PARCO Software 

Extended Basic - Hop On. ae 5.95 DE 
«eich Minimemory . “Listile (database)... fea SUPER HOD 
+ fotaae en ee ees 975 
* Car War Home Budget Management Space Trek. a ia 5.95 t Ghishala, trait Adventure Pirate *Superhod 7.95 Sonoact ey buck Fever (* Batonded basic} 
# Video Games 1 Burgertime.. *PARCO PACK OF FOUR IN. 
* Zero Zap Hopper..... LIBRARY CASE .. . £19.95 

ONLY 9.95 EACH Pyectinel: VIRGIN Games 
Hoes Robopods... rae AUS 
oa FunPac eee dss Munen ee oe es ye 
tae Pirate ise. ALL FOUR ‘ABOVE iN 

Star Trek LIBRARY CASE... £18.50 

COLLINS Educational 

ATARISOFT for TI-99/40 SERIE ees am Donkey Kong Se nla od cee eae : 
° Jungle Hunt 8.00 Games Writer Pack 1... 5.95 

Moon Patrol 20.00 Games Writer Pack 2. 595 Va \ 
Ms. Pacman. 18.00 LER YS \ 
Picnic Paranoia 12.50 ALL FOUR ABOVE f' 
Pole Position 24.50 + FREE BASIC TUTOR 
Protector Il 18.00 CASSETTE .. . £18.50 

+ many more modules in stock. + many more tapes in stock. 

2 THE HARDWARE IS HERE @ THE SUPPORT IS HERE 4 THE FUTURE IS HERE 
a remarkable computer, bul also'an exciing including our own maqazi machine. Even $0, has long enjoyed features 
range of add-ons "ARCO ELECTRICS are enjoying a good that other micros are stil struggting to emu: 
dialysed 8500 reputation for customer service and informa: late, yet there 1s also room for new growth. 
a fon Gard be sure we know who cont 

T1 Di Card. BOOKS: 11 Disk Drive (internal Getting started 5.95 
SPECIAL OFFER — All Above 99300 Dynamic Gomes 
1 RS292 Card (Inter Introto Assembly 6.95 
TI External Disk Orv System Technical Ooia 8.45 
T Joysticks ( S MAGAZINES: 5 igen H 99/4A (Parco Magazine 2.00 
(eretanns enanes ier fian 19995 HOMECOMPUTER Magazine 375 
Jaguar Communications (Minimo 300) 99.00 + many more publicahions 
+ mych more — write or ‘phone for all your SUPER SKETCH — superb new sketch 
hardware enquiries pad tot exciting 3Tigaphice tun 

AMAZING VALUE AT 59.95 

For a free price list and further information send a s.a.e. to: 

4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, HONITON 
DEVON EX14 8QS. TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 
Access orders taken by telephone. 
All prices are inclusive VAT and p&p. 

Electrics 
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Broad St 
— game of 
the film 

From front page 

fantasy.”” It’s based in London 
and tells the story of 24 hours in 
the life of an_ international 
superstar. The master tapes of 
Paul’s latest album have been 
stolen and must be recovered. 

A soundtrack album has been 
released and went to number 
‘one in the charts in a week, 
beating Boy George into second 
place. Yesterday, The Long and 
Winding Road’ and Eleanor 
Rigby have all been re- 
recorded, and four new songs 
have been composed. 

The film stars Paul and Linda 
McCartney, Ringo Star, Tracey 
Ullman and Barbara Bach, as 
well as Sir Ralph Richardson in 
a cameo role. 

Twentieth Century Fox has 
invested $8m_ and the film is 
directed by Peter Webb, who 
has been involved in TV 
commercials and directed the 
Hovis ad. 

Give my Regards to Broad 
Street — the game — is based 
around the film, and design, 
graphics and coding have all 
been achieved by Liverpudlians. 

Mind Games, part of the 
Argus Press Software group, 
claims that the game is fast, 
furious and needs a strategic 
approach. You must relate to 
people and their behaviour, and 
graphics are said to be state of 
the art 

The final game will be tried 
and tested by Paul McCartney's 

ind Paul is contributing 
a good deal to the development 
of the game, which will go on 
sale at £6.95. 

Argus Press Software, No.1 
Golden Square, London WIR 
3AB 

Paul McCartney — 
star of stage and screen 

New Oric 
computer 

From front page 
increase that percentage with 
the launch of the IQ 164. 

Oric’s new model will_be 
compatible with existing Oric 
and Atmos software. It uses the 
same 6502 processor and the 
new BASIC is said to give much 
better graphics. 

The IQ 164 has a slot for 
ROM cartridges and two 
joystick ports. The keyboard 
has a function key which, when 
held down, allows single key 
entry of ‘BASIC keywords. 
Although these are predefined, 
they may be changed by the 

scheduled: 
this could be accomplished by a 
simple change of chip. Also to 
come is a 280 second processor 
with CP/M offered at the same 
time. This would be made avail- 
able for the existing two 
computers as well. 

The retail price has not yet 
been determined, but the IQ 
164 will probably cost between 
£200-£300. 

The new model will be mar- 
keted by Tansoft, owned by 
Oric's managing director Barry 
Muneaster and techical director 
Paul Johnson, 

Bruce Everiss, formerly of 
Imagine, is now managing 
director of Tansoft. He said he 
would even consider marketing 
an MSX-compatible Oric if the 
demand were there. 

Orie, Coworth Park, London 
Rd, Ascot, Berks SLS 7SE 

Bring back 
the sun 

‘Aztec — Hunt for the Sun God 
is the title of a new adventure 
game released by Hill 
MacGibbon. Promoted as one 
of its range of ‘Games to 
stretch the mind;’ the company 
claims that it’s a game of 
imagination and logic suitable 
for all the family. 

You can wander at will 
through a South American 
landscape of forests, cities and 
volcanic mountains. There are 
more than 3,000 scenes, each 
with colourful 3D graphics, as 
well as 360 degree scrolling so 
that you can look all around 
you. 

The challenge of Aztec is to 
interpret a strange, disturbing 
dream. You must restore the 
Jost sun to your world. 

Included in the purchase 
price of £7.95 is a full-colour 
poster with a_ spell-breaker, 
instruction booklet and key” 

board overlay. Available on the 
Spectrum, Aztec is Microdrive- 
compatible. 
Two further releases from 

Hill MacGibbon are King 
Arthur's Quest and Gun Dogs. 
The former's an adventure, 
while Gun Dogs is an arcade 
game. King Arthur's Quest 
features 3,200-plus scenes and 
your quest is to free the realm 
of an icy mist issued by an ice- 
dragon. All the usual features 
— spells, unicorns, dragons — 
are included. 

In Gun Dogs you must shoot 
down flying game and guide 
your retriever across the 
landscape to fetch the bird. 
Mind out, though — there are 
numerous obstacles and 
dangers to avoid. 

Hill MacGibbon, 92 Fleet St, 
London EC4 1YD 

Bunch of five 
A bunch of five new programs 
from Scisoft — Science, 
French, German, Geography 
and Maths Plus are all available 
for the Spectrum and are for the 
9-14 years age range. 

At £6.95 they are supplied 
with documentation and ideas 
for worksheets. Scisoft intends 
the series to be used at home as 
well as in schools. 

‘Commodore 64 titles are now 
available from Scisoft, and the 
range kicks off with Intermade 
Maths I and Il, Computer 
Studies, Physics and Chemistry. 
This series is aimed at ‘O’ Level 
students. 

Scisoft, 5 Minster Gdns, New- 
thorpe, Eastwood, Notts NG16 
2A 

Look it up 
Currah has now launched a 
dictionary to help you use your 
Currah Microspeech. It_costs 
£3.50 and should help if you 
have problems with allophones. 
The dictionary contains over 
2000 commonly used words, 
and careful reference to simil 
words means that you can 
extend this scope. 

‘Currah Computer Compon- 
ents, Hollymount, Wooler Rd, 
Harlepool, Cleveland 

Reach for the 
sky 

New from Skywave: for the 
Amstrad CPC464: an expand- 
able RS232 interface. Features 
include choice of eight baud 
rates; separate transmit and 
receive baud rates; sideways 
ROM can be fitted, as can an 

expansion card. 
‘or the price of £59 (plus 

VAT, plus £3 p&p), you get the 
interface, a cassette containing 
driver software and an extensive 
manual. 

Skyware states that it is 
currently developing a range of 
sideways ROMs for the 
Amstrad CPC464, including a 
version of Multi-FORTH 83, 

Skywave, 73 Curzon Rd, Bos- 
combe, Bournemouth BHI 
4PW 

Firebird is British Telecom's 
software arm and 20 games 
have been launched in the Silver 
range, at £2.50. There’s two for 
the ViC-20, four for the BBC, 
nine for the Spectrum and five 
for the Commodore. 

Firebird games all depict a 
screen shot on the front cover, 
which means that what you see 
is what you get. 

Firebird Gold, a series of 
titles which will ‘cost from £5 
-£8, will follow the Silver range. 
“Not a range of programs but 
individual titles of sheer 
excellence!’ is how Firebird 
announces the games, educa- 

is bracket. 

Firebird Software, Wellington 
Hse, Upper St Martin's Lane, 
London WC2H 9DL 

Savage Pond is the latest release 
from Argus Press Software. 
From Starcade, it’s a conver- 
sion for the BBC, and takes you 
to the world of the tadpole. 

Poisonous hydra, dragon-fly’ 
offspring, and radioactive waste 
combine to make you sick. 
Weapons are of no avail — you 
need to bring all your courage 
and skill to bear to get yourself 
out of this one. 

Argus Press Software, No. 1 
Golden Sq, London WIR 3AB 

Amstrad 
add-on 

dk’tronies is expanding its’ 
range of peripherals with the 
addition of an Amstrad speech 
synthesizer and stereo amplifier. 

At £39.95, it uses the 
Amstrad stereo output on the 
back of the computer — the 
imerface has a built-in stereo 
amplifier, which enhances the 
sound, 

dk’tronics, Unit 6, Shire Hill 
Ind Est, Saffron Walden, Essex 
CBII3AQ 
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Voice over 
dk’tronies has announced the 
release of a new Spectrum 
speech synthesizer. At £24.95 it 
is reported to have an almost 
infinite vocabulary. You enter 
everything you wish to hear in 
normal English, and you don’t 
need to learn special codes or 
characters. 

The synthesizer is supplied 
with text to speech converter 
and it uses the SLO/256 speech 
chip. The Spectrum can carry 
on with its normal running 

the speech chip is talking. 

dk'tronics, Unit 6, Shire Hill 
Ind Est, Saffron Walden, Essex 
CGI13AQ 

Eccentric 
adventure 

Peter Cooke, author of Urban 
Upstart, has written Upper 
Gumtree, his latest graphic 
adventure, Richard Shepherd 
Software is releasing it for the 
Commodore 64, and, according 
to pre-release publicity, 
“combines the standard ‘get 
yourself out of this’ with an 
element of detective work, 
which must be tempered by a 
taste for the unlikely and a 
passion for the ridiculous: 

Each month, Richard Shep- 
herd Software’ will be giving 
certificates of merit to the 10 
players who have completed the 
adventure in the shortest time. 
Amstrad, Spectrum and MS) 
versions are scheduled to follow 
shortly, 

Richard Shepherd Software, 
Elm Hse, 23-25 Elmshott Lan 
Slough, Berk 

dk’tronies new Spectrum speech synthesizer 

Spy city 
Agent USA is an_ arcade, 
strategy game from Longman 
Software. The story goes 
Somewhere in a US city the 

evil FuzzBomb lurks, infecting 
every innocent citizen who 
touches it and turning them into 
FuzzBodies. You are Agent 
USA. You alone can save the 
country from the rapidly 
advancing menace of the Fuzz’’ 

You need to have all your 
wits about you, as well as razor- 
sharp reactions. Agent USA is 
written by Tom Snyder, 
American games designer 

New Brother M-1009 dot matrix printer 
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“The funkiest soundtrack 
around” is how Longmans 
describes the backing mu 

Available on disc or cassette 
for the Commodore 64, it costs 
£14.95 and £7.95 respectively. 

Longman Software, Longman 
Hse, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex 
M20 2JE 

Learn at 

Two new educational programs 
from Rose Software: Physics 
‘O’ Level and Highway Code. 

Both run on the Spectrum and 
cost £6. 

Physics ‘O’ Level is four 
programs which cover in depth 
the topics of li 
while Highway Code is a quiz 
which should help you learn all 
the basics required to pass your 
driving test or schools’ cycling 
proficiency test 

Widney 
Midlands 

Rose Software, 148 
Lane, Solihull, W 
B91 3LH 

Print out 
STC Electronic Services has 
introduced the new Brother 
M-1009 dot matrix printer for 
use with your home compute 

At under £200, it provides a 
range of features which include 
long-life print head, 50 cps 
bidirectional printing for super- 
or sub-scripts and graphics, as 
well as 96 ASCII characters 
with graphic and international 
characters. 

nics interface is built 
while an RS232 is an 

available option. Lightweight, 
at 3 kg, it measures 333 x 191 x 
70 mm 

STC Electronic Services, 190 
Strand, London WC2R 1DU 

Time of day 
Technomatic has released its 
Time Warp real time clock 
calendar, for the BBC. It costs 

Continued on page 9 
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From page 6 

£29 plus VAT, and is provided 
with a one-year warranty. 

The clock continues to give 
the time and date even when the 
computer is switched off and it 
can be installed quite easily. It’s 
a small self-contained unit. 

ggested uses include 
continuous display, electronic 
diary with auto-alarm, auto- 
matic document dating and 
scientific control 

Technomatic, 17 Burnley Rd, 
London NW10 IED 

Touch and go 
Cumana, a company Which is 
known ‘for its floppy disc 
drives, has now launched a 
graphic plotting aid for the 
BBC. It’s called the CMS04 and 
it’s a pressure sensitive touch 
pad. 
‘Cumana states that it is 

designed as a mouse substitute 
or smart keyboard supplement 
and is also ideal as a graphic 
input device. 

Costing £69.95, the CMS04 is 
supplied together with connect- 
ing cables, demonstration 
software and instruction 
booklet. 

The CMS04 features a pen- 
up/pen-down indicator, while 
the co-ordinate conversion 
performance is 80 samples per 
second at 9600 baud. 

The Touch Pad is claimed to 
have an aci of 60 mm 
square, and resolution if 1000 x 
1000. 

Cumana, 
Broad St, 
GU3 3BH 

Pines Trading Est, 
Guildford, Surrey 

Touch pad for the BBC 
from Cumana 

TTT 

tIMENG dn 

TECHNOMATIC 

Real-time clock from Techno- 
matic 

Applause for 
winners 

There were 47 winners in our 
Mushroom Competition. Twen- 
ty first prizewinners will receive 
Extended BASIC for the CBM 
64 and Mushroom games Dune 
Buggy and Super Scramble. 
Twenty-seven runners-up will 
each receive copies of these 
games. 

First prizes go to: 
Campbell, Cheltenham 
Mason, Hove; AF 
Howe, Basingstoke; 
Ahmet, London; 
Rhodes, 
Norwood, 

Elliot 
Turner: 

Gazi 
Jonathan 
Andrew 

Neil 

Stewart, Aberdeen; O Milling, 
Chepstow; M T Irwin, RAF 
Bruggen; Andrew Speni 
Wilmslow; Jonathan Froggatt, 
Wimborne; F A Beale, Bland- 
ford Forum; Nigel Hood, Dere- 
ham; C Anderson, Arbroath; 
Mark McClue, ‘Blandford 
Forum; Darren Hodge, Brent- 
wood; Stephen Foy, Bexley- 
heath; lan Newton, Chepstow; 
Marcus O'Mahoney, Co Clare; 
Ian Jones, Powys. 

Runners-up: K Austin, Bil- 
lingham; G Butler, Waterloo- 
ville; A'P Porter, Rochford; J 
Watkins, Cheltenham; Sabine 
Beardsall, Stamford; A J 
Brooks, Weymouth; Steven 

real-time clock O 

Smith, Orpington; D C Ram- 
say, Bradford; K Bell, London; 
D § Nisbett, Leicester; C C 
Roberts, Telford; T C Stokes, 
Portsmouth; G Warcup, Bed- 
ford; J Woffenden, St Albans; 
C Clarke, Consett; Ricardo 
Wesley, S Ruislip; Andrew 
Morrison, Alloa; Paul Scoone: 
Hastings; Jason Torr, Onchan; 
Daniel Lezano, London; H D. 
MeWilliam, HQ 47 Field Regi- 

ent, Royal Artillery; WM 
Sengélow, Burnley; E Haggerty, 
Blyth; Dennis’ Richards, 
London: Garrow, H NI; 
Haydon Tillett, Bexley; Richard 
Arimitt, Birmingham. 

HOME 

CONPUTNG 

WEEKLY 

ARITANS 
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Draughts 
CBM 64 £7.95 

Superior, Dept C, Ground Floor, 
Regent Hse, Skinner La, Leeds 7 

If your inclination is to the 
ancient game of draughts rather 
than Chess, then this program is 
a serious player's dream. Games 
of logic transfer well to micros, 
and this is no exception. 

‘The game is similar in design 
‘and format to the Chess program 
by the same company. It features 
a full range of options including 
take-backs, replays, choice of 
input forms, a myriad of skill 
levels, and the option of playing 
a friend or the computer. 

In fact the Commodore will 
even play itself. The author 
favours the awful pink-brown 
board, but this can be altered, as 
can the colour of the pieces. The 
‘game will even suggest moves for 

js may seem like overkill 

Flip Flap 
48K Spectrum 

£2.99 
ISoftware Super Savers 

Flip Flap is a version of pinball, 
Hwith 20 different screens, many 
Iwith the novelty of four flippers. 

‘The instructions on the inlay 
jare poor, although once the’ 
Idemonstration mode has finished 
the scoring system is explained. 
However, no mention is made of 
the gamble feature — sometimes » 
Iwhen you lose a ball you can, 
either gamble, by pressing ‘G' or 
press ‘enter’ to play on. If yours 
jgamble you stand an equal 
chance of gaining or losing 
points or a ball. 

To move onto the next screen 
you must reach a target number 
fof points — you are given two 
Izoes of five balls each to attempt 
this on each screen. 

The graphics are uninspiring, 
Jand since many screens use the; 

WWsame objects, they appear 
f similar, but the animation is 

good and the sound effects are| 
e. 

If you keep all your flippers} 
.pressed then it becomes very easy| 
to score points 
leven speed up 
stationary flipper! 

Nevertheless Flip Flap is good| 
fun for all pinball wizards, and it 
lis excellent value for money. 

SJE. 

instructions 50% 
playability 68% 
graphics 55% 
value for money 80% 

but keen draughtsmen should 
enjoy it. 

‘The game is well presented, 
and easy to use. At the lowest 
level the computer plays a 
dreadful game, but at about four 
it shows promise. The tempta- 

Chess 
CBM 64 £7.95 

‘Superior, Dept C, Ground Floor, 
Regent Hse, Skinner La, Leeds 7 

If you fancy yourself as a Grand 
Master, write chess problems, or 
like me play very badly and need 
the practise, then this latest 

ihe ball wil ge 27 Select 1 is a compi 
Rghar tt [: games on one cassette. They 

tion to cheat is forever present, 
but I'll never admit to it. If you 
are a draughts player, have no 
hesitation here, but you'll have 
to excuse me as I reach for my 
joystick. DA. 

release from Superior will be 
ideal. 

Many chess programs offer a 
bewildering array of options in 
addition to a good game, and 
this is no exception. There are 
full facilities for moving, setting 
care levels and time’ limits, 
altering previous moves, setting 
up chess problems and even 
solving them. The board is 
garishly drawn in brown and 
pink, but mercifully this can be 
changed. 

‘When everything is to your 
satisfaction, you may play a 
game, and this is no mean 

instruc 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Here's a selection of 
interesting games and 

programs. Remember our 
reviewers opinions are 

worth reading 

‘Computer Records, 21 Napier 
Pl, London Wi4 8LG 

form. 
‘The presentation has not been 

skimped. In addition to the fast 
Joad feature, a menu is presented 
giving you the position of the 
individual games. At the back of 
the comprehensive instructions 
there is a games location index 
with spaces provided for your 
‘own cassette counter settings. 

Select 1 is a winner for those 
who don’t want the latest games 
but who want to build up a 
library of past hits at a 
reasonable price. Lc. 

jon of 12 

are not just from one manu- 
facturer trying to off-load their 
less successful games but are 
good games from a number of 
software houses. 

It is impossible to review 12 
games in a few sentances and as 
they are all well known it is 
probably unnecessary. However, 
if you were thinking of buying instructions 70% 
‘one of the following, Hunch- playability 70%. 
back, Galaxy, Mr Wimpey, graphics 70% 
Kong, Hexpert, Ring of Power, 80% 
Skramble, Denis Through The 
Drinking Glass, Moon Buggy, 
Purple Turtles, Cosmic Com- 
mando or Star Base Defence, 
you should buy this set instead. 
All the games are in fast loading 

value for money 

kkk 
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% 
Solar, Kemp Hse, 152-160 City 
Rd, London ECIV 2MX 

|A. Chinese oracle created « book 
jot wisdom, the 1 Ching. The 
[Chinese threw six yarrow sticks, 
Jand the pattern these formed, a 
hexagram, could give the answer 
to a deep and meaningful 
Jquestion. The Love Oracle does all this 
for you — on the theme of love. 
‘Once the program has thrown 

a 
such 
compatible?”, ‘Do we have a 
future?", ‘What do I want most 
from life?" 

“The hexagram is supposed tof 

achievement. I found I could win 
‘wo out of three at the third level 
‘or below, but I was soon out of 
my depth. The endgame is 
usually very good, and the 
temptation to use the quit 
thinking option soon proved too 
much. It is perhaps a little too 
easy to cheat, as you may 
discover. 

‘As a good quality chess 
program I can find no faults, and 
for serious players who own 
Commodore machines it's a 
must. DA. 

instructions 80% 
playability 90% 
graphics 60% 
value for money 70% 

xk xk * 

lyour hexagrams, you can ask 
things as ‘Are we} 

be a reflection of your inner 
feelings and the progr 
serious. You might say that if the 
T Ching really exists, the pattern 
will be the same even if you 
throw several times. Ah, but the! 
instructions say this is ‘showing) 
disrespect and trying to catch the 
TChing out’. 
The answers given are rather! 

vague. 1 tried it on several 
people, myself included, but the 
Answers were rarely appropriate 
even though we tried t0 show a 
‘positive attitude’. 

‘Although a book is included 
and itis competently 
programmed, it's only worth 
buying if you believ in I Ching or 
hold many parties. Unfortunate- 
ly, Ido neither. PS. 

instructions 100% 
playability 80%. 
practicality 30% 
value for money 35% 

(" © 

aes 



ORIC PROGRAM 

pray 
You're the avid gardener and 
you must destroy the pests in 
your mushrooms. Centipedes 
and bugs are nuisance: get rid 

of them! By James Crosby 

This arcade-type game plots 
mushrooms at random across 
the screen, A centipede crawls 
across the top of the sereen, and 
when it hits a mushroom or the 
edge of the screen then it moves | | Wat's on screen for « 
down and erawlsin the opposite | | '<., SOUND and MUSIC 

Hints on conversion 
PLOT can be replaced by PR! 

POKE 
lick and ¢ 

INT 

Girection, Meanwhile a big fat | | P\.\Y 30 be replaced by BEEP. 
bug bounces along the bottom | |C/\4..“F P01! CALL # B10 
of the screen. different sounds. CALL DEEK 

You are in control of a spray | | («FFF A) a warm st 
PRINT FRE( arb 

PAPER and INK 
CHRS() 

can at the bottom of the screen. 
You can move it left and right 
and you must try to stop the 
centipede from ‘reaching the 
bottom of the screen, by 
spraying both mushrooms and 
centipede. The centipede 
shrinks when you hit it. 

You can either dodge the bug 

collectio 

‘or spray it but you can only 
have two shots at the bug each 
time it appears. 

those 
bugs! 

Your controls are: left cursor 
key to move left, down cursor 
to move right and space bar to 
spray. 

You don’t need to type in the 

Variables 
CS, CENTS centipede 
AG,DO across and down posi 

tions of centipede 
SC score 

pressed 
A_ position of spray can 
RE true or false return check 
Q check to 

centipede moves when space 
bar is pressed 

B,BB_ across and down position 
of bug 
cont for bug 

How it works 

y mushrooms and 

REM in the listing, and if you 
don’t want the instructions, 
leave out line 70 and lines 1730 
onwards. 

1630-1710 
1730-1950 

redefi 

(© NOT NEEDED THEN LEAVE 
SO REM AND LINE 1730 ONWARDS 
60 REM 
70 PAPEROs INK7:POKEW26A,2:GOSUB1750 
80 REM 

90 CLS:POKES18, 10: INK4:LI=31SC=0 sPRINTFRE(*™) 
1 GOSUB14301 CLS 
HRS (4) :AC=25 

S7RS (SC) s PEGT1S, 0, CHS (3) 120- PLAT2,0, CHRS(3)+"5CORE: 
+°LIVES: "4STRS (LTD 
130 PLOT24,0,CHRS(3)+"HI-SCORE: "+8TRS (HS) 
140 GOTOSOO 
150 REM sass 
160 REM 
170 REM ee 
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180 BOUNDS, 13, 151 PLAYO, 14) 
190 PLOTACS1,D0," 
200 FORI=25 To 3 STEP-2 
210 PLOTAC,DO,CHRS(1)+CENTS 
220 PLOTA+i,T,"h" 
230. IF SCRNUAS,I-1)=97 OR SCRN(A+1,I-2)=97 THEN REste 

‘8C=8C+20 
240 IF REe1 THEN REm2:PLAY7,0,1,0:MUSICS »4,6,15 
250 IF RE=2 THEN RE=O sPLOTA+i,I,” "1PLAYO,0,0,0%C=0-1 
RETURN 
260. IF SCRN(A+L,I-1)=98 OR SCRN(A+L,I-2)=96THEN SC=SC+ 

101 CALLOFBLONRESS 
‘270 IF SCRN(A+i,I-1)=98 THEN PLOTA+i,I-1," * 

IF REsS THEN PLOTA+1,I-2," "1PLOTAtI,I," “sRE=OrRE 

$338 PLOTASL TFQ=2 AND'ACCS1 THENAC=AC+L 
IFQ=1 AND AC)2 THEN AC=AC-1 
PLOTAC, DO, CHRS (1) +CENTS: 

CHS (3) +"SCOREs “#STRS (SC) 

gasag 
3 REN seeneeeeeenneneeees 
GOUND4, 13, 151PLAYO,1,0,O1WAITS 1PLAYO, 

BB, "de" 
‘390 FORK=24 TO 19 STEP 
400 PLOTA+L)X,"h™ 
410 IF BCRN(AYL,X-1)=100 OR SCRN(AtL,X-1)—101 THEN RE= 

An 8C=8C+30 
‘420 IF RE*i THEN PLOTA*L,X," “sPLOTB,BB, 

PLOTASI,x," 
TF Remi THEN WAITIOsPLOTB,BB," “r 
IF RE=i THEN RE*OrPOP! RETURN 

$ 

1 CALL@FBOT 

S5858 
33 

IF §C)500 THEN FORI=1 TO 80 :G0TOS20 
FORI=17040 
HUSH= INT (RND (1) #21) +8 
DmINT(RND (1) #20) +3 
PLAY7 ,0,0,01 SOUNDS ,20,0, 
PLAY710,0,01MUGICS,4,2,9 #MUSICZ,0,12,8 sPLAYO,0,0 

REM #eeeee MAIN LOOP seseeenseeee 
REM ##0 MOVE CENTAPIDE RIGHT ##0 
REM eeseeeeensensensnenenereooons 
CALL@FBOB 
PLAYS,3,3,200 
PLOTAG+! ,DO=1 ,CHRS (4) +" 
PLOTAC, DO, CHRS (1) +CENTS: 
CENTS=RIGHTS(C#,C) 
IF C<2 THEN ZAPISC=8C+1001 ZAP GOTO100 
PLAYO 505040 
TF ACC31 THEN ACAAC+L 
PLOT2, 26, CHRE (6 
PmPEEK (520) 
PLOTA,26," ¢ * 
TFP=172 AND A>1 THEN AmA-11PLOTA,26," 
TFP=1@0 AND AC3S THEN AsA+LPLOTA,25, 
IFP=132 THEN Q=21G0SUB180 
IFAC=31 THEN DO=DO+11G0TO1040 
TF SCRN(AC+8,D0)=98 THEN DO=DO+1:G0TO 
IF DO=26 AND'AC>2 THEN 1250 

REM ### BIG FAT BUG sae 
REM seeeeeneeeenennenees 
BINT (RND(1) #20) +11 BB=192SP=0 
FORI=B TO 35 
P=PEEK (520) 
PLOTB, BB,CHRS(6)+"de" 
TF SCRN(B+1,BB+2)=99 OR SCRN(B+2,BB+2)=99 THEN 125 

SREESSSSRSEUSANT SSE SERERS 
g 3 

2°38 CALLOFBIO 
PLOTB,BB,CHRS(4)+" "1 B=Bet 
IFBB<20 THEN R=O 
IF BB>23 THEN Ret 
IF Rei THENBB=BB-1 
IF RmO_ THENBD=BB+1 
IF Pm1Q0 AND AC3S THEN AeA+i1PLOTA,26, 
IF Pai72 AND A>2THEN AmA-LtPLOTA,26," ¢ * 
IF SP=2 THEN BOTO1000 
IF _Pmi32 THENSP=SP+1 1 GOSUBSEO 

1000 NEXTIrSP=01 RETURN 
{010 REM #eatenseeessnensssenesssees 
1020 REM #** MOVE CENTAPIDE LEFT see 

33323238 

1050 PLAYS,3,5,200 
1060 PLOTAC,DO-1 ,CHRS(4)+" 

CENTS=RIGHTS (C$,C) +CHRS (32) 
PLOTAC,DO,CHRS (1) +CENTS: 
TF C<2' THEN ZAP: SC=5C+100: ZAP: GOTO100 
PLAYO,0,0,0 
IF AC32' THEN ACSAC-1 
P=PEEK (520) 
PLOTA,26," ¢ * 
IFP=i72 AND AD1 THEN AeA-LsPLOTA,26," c * 
IFP=i00 AND AC3& THEN AmAtitPLOTA,26," ¢ * 
IF P=i32 THEN G=11GOSUBiE0 
IFAC=2 THEN DO=DO+11GOTO 420 
IFSCRN(AC-1,D0)=98 THEN DO=D0+11G0TO 640 

REM #* LOOSE A LIFE seen 
REM steesenesseonennennene 
PLOTB+I,BB," * 
FOR EAT=1T015 
PLOTA,25,CHRS (6) +"de*1WAITIO 
PLOTASL 25," 
PLOTA,25,CHRS(5)+"F9" 
PLAY7,0,0,08MUSIC! 4041 
NEXT EAT 
LimLI~11PLOTiS,0, "LIVES: "+STRS (LI 
TFLI<1 THEN 1390 
PLOTA,25, 
PRINTFRE("*) 1LORESO:GOTO 100 

MUSIC2,O,1,10:MUSICS,3,1 

REM seeseceesseeeensrenen 
8)) TO (46080+(ASC(*h") 98) 

(CLS: PRINT: PRINTSPC (14) j CHRS (27) 
PRINTSPC (14) sCHRS(27)"J BUGS " 
PRINT"IN THIS GAME YOU ARE INCHARGE OF A" 
PRINT*SPRAY CAN, YOU CAN LEFT 

PRINT: PRINT*EVERY TIME YOU HIT A 
PRINT*GET 10 POINTS. * 
PRINT"EVERY TIME YOU HIT THE CENTAPIDE 

ILL GET SHORTER AND YOU WILL 
PRINT"20 POINTS." 

(GETASs PING: WAIT100: RETURN 



SUMMER GAMES 
THETOP US.AND 
UK.OLYMPIC 
GAMES PROGRAM 

You're an Olympic athlete 
competing in eight key events at the 
SUMMER GAMES. 
How well can you score in track, 

swimming, diving, shooting, 
peinastics and more? So realistic, 
there's even an opening ceremony 
and awards presentation after each 
event. 

Unlike other “Olympic-like” 
ames, SUMMER GAMES has 
incredible realism, superb state-of- 
the-art graphics and sound effects, 
including national anthems from 
eighteen countries and true action- 
strategy game play. In each event 
you must plan and execute your 
game syateny. in order to maximise 
our score, It's not just a matter of 
ow fast you can move the joystick. 
So Shanes into your running 

shoes, ee lovstick and GO 
FOR THE GO LD! 

£14.99 ‘Marketed Exclusively in the UK 
‘Commodore 64 cclusively in the 

Turbo foad Loder ane rom E0EPYX BY 

£19.95 
Commodore 64 Disk s The ultimate in graphic 

( ‘Commodore 64 
Disk £14.95 

Commodore 64 W 
Turbo load £7.95 

a 
Commodore 64 Disk £12.95 

‘Two adventures with real time 
action,unbelievable 
excitement! 

Alltitles. cliaite from Quicksilva Mail Order, PO Box6, Wimborne Dorset BA217PY. Tel(0202) 891744. 



Percy Penguin 
CBM 64 £7.95 

Superior, Dept. C, Ground score based on the time taken. 1 
Floor, Regent Hse, Skinner La, found the joystick control a little 
Leeds 7 sluggish, but with practise you 

can play more confidently 
The arcade game of Pengo has This one is a little slower than 
been transferred to various the original, the graphics are 
machines with varying success. clear and well-defined, but it 
This is a standard version from lacks variety even though 
Superior, and is one of their first different levels are available. 
releases ‘for the Commodore. 
Loading took only a couple of 
minutes and was error-free 
despite no fast-load facility and may prove disappointing to 

The plot is the standard ice- arcade players. DA. 
block maze where-Percy shunts 

Dedicated fans of the game will 
enjoy it, but it is not what I 
would call the definitive version 

‘cubes into position to gain bonus instructions 
points, while being pursued by playability 
several green Sno-Bees, which graphics 
march about the screen to 
depressing tune. Percy kills the 
Bees by pushing ice-blocks at 
them, which gets more difficult 
fon each screen. Lining up the 
three magic blocks gives a bonus 

value for money 

Nuke Lear 
48K Spectrum 

£2.99 
Charlie Charlie Sugar, 14 Lang: 
ton Way, London SE3 7TL 

This game fery poor cover 
land confusingly detailed instruc: 
tions. As Nuke Lear, you hold’ 
the most important job of the 
twenty-first century — control- 
ling nuclear waste. 

You must channel radioactive 
barrels into legal dumps, making 
sure they do not drop into illegal + 
fones where too high a build-up, 
\will cause a huge explosion. 
Screen presentation shows 
network of coloured roads, plus 
floors connected by two poles. 

You control a cutely animated| 
Iman and must alter the paths of| 
the deadly waste with... your 
head! On later levels there are| 

\ telephones to answer and 
game dramatically speeds up. It’s { 
all good, clean fun, very simple 
in idea but with complex rules. 

Winged 
Warlords 

32K BBC £7.95 
Zissuperior, Dept C, Regent Hse, 
I} Skinner La, Leeds'7 

SW Colour, sound. and. graphics 
SVare okay, the latter being ultra 

Smooth, but T felt that with a 
i more effort the game could 

have been much better. Maybe a 
Bete ales seca ctw core 

complex. layout would have 
added playability. The game also 
had an annoying tendancy to 
erash Sil, atthe budget price, good 
value for money, maybe’ more 

In this latest release from 
Superior we find ourselves 
battling the enemy on the back of 

yAM] an ostrich. This may sound quite 
reasonable, however, I feel that suitable for younger players. 

Certainly better than some cheap jg i the, author overlooked one ty 
N products. little fact, ostriches don't fly 

This doesn't really take away the 
gatrictions 80% enjoyment from the game. You 

0% fly around the screen attempting 
50% to knock the enemy from their 
65% mounts. vale for money This is a one or two player 

‘game and you have to attack the 
enemy from above. The highest 
lance wins. Once one of the 
‘enemy is knocked down it turns 
toan egg. If you fail to crush this 
it turns back into a bird. 

hth 
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Quack A Jack 
Amstrad 

* CPC464 £8.95 
Amsoft, 
wood, Essex 

slightly quirky version. 

mission. 

from returning by that path. 

around avoiding cooking pots. 
1 said that this was quirky 

and_ snails. 

Arcade 
addiction 

If you love arcade games, then 
read this page of review. Our 
experts give you their views 

On playing the game 1 have 
noticed one or two small bugs. 
For example when you have 
killed all of the enemy the words 
WAVE 2 appear in the middle of 
the screen. It is possible to land 
(on top of them or bounce off the 
sides. These bugs do not really 
have any great effect. 

The graphics are reasonably 
good and the instructions are 
quite adequate. A little time is 
needed to familiarise with the 
method, however. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

x kk * 

This is the first version of Block: 
man that I have seen for this especially the piles of coins which 
machine and it is an interesting if look more like bird droppings. 

You are chased by creatures 
from vampire rabbits to prawns 

The _only_ graphic 

away to nothing and prevent you 

You are a duck and wander 

ae It’s good to see that there is still 
Inew software for the ill-fated 
Dragon. This is an arcade game 
Iwhere you have to jump from 
one platform to another to reach 

oe next sereen. 
The game has 15 screens, all 

Iwith different patterns. of| 
platforms and monsters. You 
have three lives, but gain an extra 

characters that are convincing 
are th duck and the eggs, which 

169 Kings Rd, Brent- flash pink and blue. Well what 
do you expect from a terraduc- 
tile! The other characters are all 
a little chunky and ill-defined 

‘A good game that might just 
You play Red Jack the pirate grab you and make you play just 

king and you have a three-fold once more. D.C. 
You are expected to 

survive, to collect wealth and to instructions 75% 
scramble eggs. The eggs are playability 85% 
found on a grid of flags, which, graphics 70% 
as you walk across, crumble value for money 85%, 

Jumping 
Yosser 

Pragon 3264 
5.95 

Knight, 93a High 
leveland TS6 95D 

Sty Eston, 

the top of the screen. In fact, you 
fe to reach first the top. let 

hand corner of the screen, 
oy, then the top Fight 

Jone after five screens. Complet- 
ing all screens would take great 
practice The graphics and sound effects 
are as good as you could expect 
fon the Dragon. What 1 didn’t! 
like was the lengthy introductory 
sequence, in which each of the 
monsters does a dance — though 
you do not have to sit through 
this, fortunately — and the 
instruction sequence, which is 
punctuated by irrelevant pieces 
of music 

Overali, this is an entertaining 
land challenging game, well 
lworth the money M.N. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

kak k 

1 2) 2 

j 



PERIPHERALS REVIEW : 
Micro only measures of success are the 

number of sheep in the pen and 
command your ability, t@ command the 

dog. When I played, either the 
£49.95 unit or I forgot_my. precise 

Orion Data, 3 Cavendish St, pronounciation of DOWN, with 
Brighton, E Sussex BN2 IRN the result that the dog was'stuck 

at the top of the screen! 
‘One day in the not too distant For your own applications, 
future keyboards may become you could teach the computer up 
redundant; we may be able to to 15 words in any one program, 
provide all commands and data From experience, you have to 
to computers with speech via a f choose words which sound quite 
microphone. If that seems like a different. In Sheeptalk 1 found 
fantasy, look no further than a the computer had difficulty in 

differentiating between UP and ‘Spectrum add-on from Orion i 
Data to get a taste of the future. STOP. Presumably the strong, 
But when you use Orion's Micro final P sounds the same to the 
‘Command. Speech Recognition computer. ¢ 
Unit, you'll realise this science Apart from the obvious 

difficulty in recognising words, 1 still has a long way to go before 
we can throw away our key: was also annoyed when the 
boards. .CH program crashed with a 

For the £50 price tag, you get a BASIC error message on a 
Slilly tuik Hugin eee, 8 Communicate via speech to eee ee oer cue aay microphone which connects’ to MRE AEROdeke haa. 3 Seen Jock your computer with Micro Such an obvious lack of error 

trapping. lug, a demonstration tape and 
{wo ‘slim booklets, The size. of Command. We also assess the Speech reeognition on home 
these booklets indicates the Zip Stick joystick for you Some ers atl ant oa Way 
simplicity of the system ‘The blue eight-page user's than a toy, and at just under £50, 
manual takes you through the Micro Command is a rather 
demonstration tape explaining | Command, and whether you can expensive plaything. 
how to operate the system. A | say these words reproducibly users will achieve this. 
yellow eight-page booklet This is where you discover the ‘Once you have achieved at 
explains enough of the system’s | main weakness. Unless you say | least 80% successful recognition 
workings to allow you to write | the words in exactly the same | of UP and DOWN, you go on to Zip Stick 
your own programs incorporat- | way, the system fails to recognise | teach the computer LEFT ing speech Fecognitio the word, The mana ake: | KiGHT and STOP. Win ine | COMpetition 

The first part of the demon- | great pains to point this out, and | five verbal commands, you can Joystick 
stration tape involves you | warns that you may have to try | play the frustrating little game £12.95 
teaching the unit the words UP | several times to get a high | Sheeptalk, which appears on the Z 
and DOWN. You repeat each | (X80%) success rate. As an | demonstration tape. The object | CCS, PO Box 1W9, Leeds LS16 
word four times, then play a | incentive, Orion Data has | is to command a sheepdog to | 6RE 
tirvial ‘game to see how well | established the Micro Command | herd well-scattered sheep into a 
you have instructed Micro | 100 Club for users achieving a | pen. No score is provided so your | Machine: Any fitted with nine- 

pin D plug, and suitable interface 

One of the sad facts about 
joysticks is that once you start to 
use them, their good-looking. 
exteriors soon crack under 
Pressure from your none too 
delicate fingertips. 

In this respect the Zip Sti k is 
tional. Advertised as the 

‘tough one’, beneath its cream 
plastic Iu 1 shaft, huge 
nylon bearings and a large coil 
spring, together wit a steel rod 
which bears the top-mounted fi 
button. The fire button is 
duplicated on the base, which is 
small enough to hold in the 
hand. Internally, the standard of 
construction is just as high, with 
soldered tags and stainless steel 
leaf springs. 

Given stringent testing over a 
number of days, the Zip Stick 
came out unscathed, apart from 
looking rather dirty, after 
sterling efforts to wreck it! Its 
claim to be a competition stick is 
however, a little over the top. It 
takes a large hand movement to 
produce a response, and the fire 
buttons have a long travel, all of 
which adds a microsecond or two 
to your response time in 
comparison to the Kempston 
5000. 

You may feel, however, that 
the top-mounted fire button 
makes up for this. Certainly, 
for rugged dependability, the 
Zip Stick can be highly 

‘Orion's Micro Command recommended. You won't break 
this one! D.M. 
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Good King 
wencelas 

How about sending a Christmas card to your friends 

— by computer? That’s just what you can do with this 
carol by lain Murray 

Flood, King Wencelas is a 
wusical Christmas card for the 

Commodore 64. The tune is 
played by the computer as the 
words appear on the screen, and 
the characters in the song act 
out their parts. The tune is 
played by one of four randomly 
selected instruments, and the 
sprites of the characters move 
across the screen. 

The program is in BASIC so 
should pose no typing difficul- 
ties. New programmers of the 
Commodore 64 should note the 
special inverse characters in 
some of the print statements. 
These are special codes for 
colour and inverse mode. They 
are explained in REM  state~ 
ments within the program 
(REMs do not need to be typed 
in), but if in doubt consult your 
manual. 

‘The program contains a large 
amount of data. In typing the 
Screen dump 

Variables 
V sprite start 
N_ sound start 
C1,C2,C3_ DATA checksum 

‘counters 
1J,K, local data loop counters 
A ‘last DATA number read 
YS(10,4) song verses (10 verses, 

4 lines each) 
F(10,2) note frequencies POKEd 

to sound registers 
N(S5,2) notes and duration (SS 

‘notes per Verse) 
YR verse counter 
NS number of sprites 10 be 

moved in this verse 
ND_ note duration 
(10) sprite variable to be 

changed (i.e. V+C()) 
CH(10) amount to be added to 

sprite location at each note 
PK(I0) position of sprite at 

start of verse 
SPS string of 26 spaces 
S,TE,TT note timing loop 

variables 
RN random instrument number 

How it works 
10-48 CONTROL codes 
49-190 READ in DATA state 

ments and check sum 
200-280 set up sprites 
500 start verse loop 
1000-1190 first verse 

le and set up 
second verse set up 
third verse set up 
fourth verse set up 
fifth verse set up 
sixth verse set up 
seventh verse — cl 

castle and set up 
1798-1830 cighth verse set up 
1897-1990 ninth verse — draw 

poor man's house and set up 
2000 tenth verse set up 
2500-2810 perform verses 
{6000-6130 start playing new note 
8000-8030 print snow (two lines 

of white inverse spaces at 
bottom of screen) 

10000-10390 DATA for song 

10500-10910 DATA for sprites 

draw 

verse lines, remember to type 
the opening and closing quotes. 
The numbers should be care- 
fully checked, but any error will 
be spotted by the program. 
Remember to SAVE the 
program to tape or dise once 
typed and before running, If 
you have made an error, the 
computer may ‘lock up" and 
you'll have to turn it off, losing 
your program. 

As this progr 
use of the Commodo 
and sound facilities (which are 
unique to it), users of other 
computers. will find it very 
difficult to convert this program 
to their machine, However, 
examination of the structure of 
the program may give you some 
ideas on how to implement the 
program on your own micro, 
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Listing 

10 REM *** GOOD KING WENCESLAS #+* 
20 REM *** BY IAIN MURRAY (C) 1984 ## 
3 REM #*% FOR HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY #** 
40 REM #** MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL READERS +4#+ 
41 REM #4%* REM STATEMENTS NEED NOT BE TYPED IN !! 44#4% 
42 REM ** CONTROL CHARACTERS USED ARE AS FOLLOWS - ++ 
42 REM *#" CLR SCREEN 8 HOME he 
44 REM **" HECRSR RIGHT M@ CRSR DOWN “ae 
45 REM **" SM WHITE CCTRL 2) § BROWN (CBM 2> "ee 
46 REM #*" $2 GREY (CBM 8) ** 
47 REM *#" @ REV ON (CTRL 3S) @ REV OFF (CTRL 8) = "ae 
48 REM ** NOTE - CBM IS KEY BELOW RUN/STOP AT LEFT ¥* 
49 DIM V$(10,4),FC10,2>,NCSS,2) 
SQ V=S324atN=54272tPOKE V+32,1!POKE V+33,14:POKE N+24,15 
6@ Ci=8:C2=0:C3=O:POKE V+21,0 
69 REM CCLR] (WHITE) C7 OWN) [7 RHTI 
70 PRINT CHR#( 192) "SSR EBBIYOUR COMMODORE 64 PRESENTS" 
73 REM (4 OWN) C11 RHTI 
82 PRINT "SRS BRBBBBBBBISGOD KING WENCESLAS" 
83 REM (4 DWN) (7 RHTI 
3Q PRINT "SRSBBBBBPLEASE WAIT WHILE 1 TUNE UP" 

FOR K=1 TO 10:FOR J=1 TO 4:READ VCK,J)!NEXT!NEXT 
FOR K=@ TO 62:READ AICI=CI+AtPOKE 784+K,ASNEXT 
FOR K=13 TO 15tFOR J=@ TO G@:READ AtC2=C2+A:POKE K#64+J ,AtNEXT!NEXT 
FOR K=253 TO 254:FOR J=@ TO 62!READ AICS=C3+A!POKE K¥64+J3 -ALNEXTINEXT 
IF C1=6908 ANO C2=13973 AND C3=45S1 THEN 150 
REM C2 OWNI 
PRINT "MMERROR IN SPRITE DATA !!"tEND 
FOR K=1632@ TO 16382tPOKE K,255!NEXT 
Ci=arce=@ 
FOR K=1 TO BtREAD F(K,1),F(K,2>8CL=C14F(K, 1946 (K 2) tNEXT 
FOR K=1 TO SStREAD N(K,1),N¢(K-2)tC2=C2+NCK, 1) +N(K,2) $NEXT 
IF C1=1087 AND C2=25S THEN 200 
REM C2 OWN 
PRINT "SMERROR IN SOUND DATA !!"tENO 
REM #4 SET UP SPRITES #* 
POKE 2040, 15!POKE 2041,13tPOKE 2042,14tPOKE 2043,11 
POKE 2044,253:!POKE 2045,254:POKE 2046,255:POKE 2047,255 
PCKE V+27,255!POKE V+16,4!POKE V+23,203!POKE V+29,203 
POKE V+26,14!POKE V+37,10!POKE V+38,7 
POKE V+39,3!POKE V+46,0 
POKE V+40,2!POKE V+41,3!POKE V+42,6 
POKE V+43,7!FOKE V+44,0:POKE V+45,0 
POKE V+12,12@:POKE V+13,120!POKE V+14,120!POKE V+i5,200 
POKE V,12@!POKE v+1,1392 
FOR VF=1 TO 1@:REM * 10 VERSES 
IF VR. INTCVRV2> THEN NC=@1RN=INTCRNOCTID #9241 
OH WR GOTO 1006, 1209, 1308, 1400, 1580, 1600,1700,1800,1998,2000 
REM #* IST VERSE 4+ 
REM * DFA CASTLE, MOVE KING ** 
PRINT CHRS¢14) 
REM (CUR? (6 Oo 13 (GREY] (REV GN] CREV OFFI 
PRINT " iSieeieepstepss ga@aeaeeaeaeaeae 
REM (REY ON? (REY OFF? IN NEXT FEW LINES 
PRINT " a = 
PRINT * a = 
REM BOXES ARE (CBM V3 AND [CBM CJ LINE -1 
PRINT " a is 
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10940 PRINT ” a I 
1850 PRINT " a 1 
1960 PRINT " a ! 
1870 PRINT ” i) 
108@ PRINT ” a 
1985 REM SRAFHICS AT RIGHT FORM TREE 
1090 PINT "3 ow 2 
1100 PRINT "a RS 
111@ SRINT "sf a 
1120 PRINT "st was in 
1138 PRINT "@ z a 2 Ria ee 
1140 PRINT "g © “a = Ra 3” 
1150 PRINT "a = a = Ras 
116@ PRINT "@ zs 3a ™m --g8 _. 
1178 GOSUB sao 
11@@ POKE V+S,10S!POKE V+7,142!POKE V+21,201 
1185 NS=11CC1)=StCH(10=1.4!tPK(1)=108!NO=20 
119@ GOTO 2500 
1198 PEM ** 2NO VERSE 44 
1199 REM * MOVE MOON AND POOR MAN & 
1208 NS=2!C¢(1)=91CC2)=4tCH 1>=-StCHC2)=-3 
1210 PKC1)=1801PK(2)=851NO=18 
1220 POKE \'+4,85!POKE V+5,2i3'POKE V+8,35!POKE V+9,180 
1230 POKE V+z21,221 
1249 GOTO Ef00 
1296 REM #* SRO VERSE ++ 
1299 REM ** MOVE PAGE BOY +* 
1300 NS=1!C(!)s2!CH{1)=8.6tPK¢1>=110tND=20 
1310 POKE V+2,110:POKE V+3,143!POKE V+21,223 

Geto e500 
REM %# 47TH VERSE ** 
REM * MOVE POOR MAN OFF ** 
NS=1ECC1)=42CHC1)=3:PK(1)=4:NO=20 
GoTo esa0 
REM ** STH VERSE #* 
REM * MOVE PAGE # 
NS=18C¢1)=2tCH(1)=-8.6PK(1)=126:ND=20 
GOTO es5a0 
REM *k GTH VERSE ++ 
REM * MOVE PAGE ANO KING + 
NS=21C (1) 861CC2>=21CH(1)=42CH(2)=4 
PK¢i>=190!PK (2 >=120!N0=18 
POKE Vi? ,213tPOKE V+3,213!POKE V+27,245 
PORE V+S,19@!POKE V+2,120!POKE V,396 
GoTo e500 
REM ** 7TH VERSE ** 
REM * MOVE KING, PAGE AND SNOW * 
POKE V+21,16!GQSUB saga 
POKE 2840,11:POKE 2042,14!POKE 2043,254 
POKE 2045,254:POKE 2046,254!POKE 2047,254 
POKE V+39,6!POKE V+42,1!POKE V+44,1 
POKE V+65,1!POKE V+46,1!POKE V+26,7 
POKE V+23,-248:POKE V+29,248!tPOKE V+16,8 
POKE V+27,@!POKE V,3O!POKE V+2,10 
POKE V+6,20:POKE V+10,S5@!POKE V+12,125 
POKE V+14,200:POKE V+7,7@:POKE V+11,100 
POKE V+13,/8@!POKE V+15,110:POKE V+i,213 
NS=61C¢19=O1C(2>=21003=7 IC C4 R11 ECCS) =1S1C(6I=15, 
CHC1 =: 1CH(4>=5!CH(5>=3!CH(6)=4 
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Q!PK(2)=101PK(3)=78!PK (4) =100IPKCS)=80:PK(6>=110 
OKE V+21,251 

} GOTO 2500 
REM ** STH VERSE 4* 
REM # MOVE KING, PAGE ANO SNOW * 
NS=61CC1)=O1C(2=210(3)=71C64=11 CCS) =1SIC(6)=15, 
CHE. CHi2) =31CH(3)=5!CHC4)=5:CH(5)=S1CH(6)=4 
PK C1>=108!PK (2) =88!PK (3) =200:PK (4) =250!PK(5)=155!PK(6)=210 
GoTo 2sea 
REM ** STH VERSE ++ 
REM * MOVE KING, PAGE AND POGR MAN + 
REM * PRINT SQOR MAN'S HOUSE + 
apes" “tREM 26 SPACES 
REM {HOM} CWHITE3 C12 DWN3 CHECKS ARE (CBM +3 AND (CBM 
PRINT "SSeDeReTeTeTIIEDS” SPs" om" 
PRINT SPS? =m° 

PRINT SPS?" =" 

REM CBROWN (CBM 13 CWHITE] LINES ARE (CBM TI 
PRINT SPS:"R om BE" 
PRINT SPS3" HE 
PRINT SPS?" ge —— "ag 
PRINT SPS!" g=—— =m 
PRINT SPS? "go" 
PRINT SPS)" 8 oe ae ae" 
REM FENCE 1S (CBM R] [SHIFT *#] AND [CBM S? 
PRINT SPS!" —= gs." 
REM FENCE IS (SHIFT 
PRINT SPS3"s— 7 gm" 
NS=SIC(1)=OsC(2=2IC( 384 
CHO1)@tCHC2)=2tCH(3)=-2 
PKC1)=1202PK 62) =100fPK(3)=244:h= 
POKE V,120!POKE V+2,10S!POKE V+4,244:POKE V+21,23 
soTO 2saa 
NS= 1>=@:CHC1) =O1NO=22 
REM *4 PERFORM VERSE +* 
REM ('40i] LINE 2502 HAS 39 SPACES 
PRINT "S"tFOR LN=1 TO 4 
PRINT * “1NEXT 
REM CHOM) CWHITE] (3 RGHTIJ 
PRINT "i" FOR LN=1 TO 4tPRINT "BREN" /VSCVR,LN) tNEXT 
NNS26tIF VR/2=INTCVR/2) THEN NN=27 
FOR NP=1 TO NNtGOSUB 69228 
FOR S=1 TO NS 
PK(S=PK(S)+CH(S)EIF PK(S)>=250 THEN CH(S)=0 
POKE V+C(S>,INTCPKCS)>#NEXT S 
TE =NO#5#NCNC,2) 
IF (<VR=7 GR VR=8) AND NKNC,2)=2) THEN TE=TE*3 
FOR TT=1 TO TE!NEXT TT!NEXT NP 
NEXT VRIPOKE N+24,0 
REM (6 OWN] 
PRINT "Siena" ¢ END 
REM *#% START NEL NOTE +¥* 
POKE N+4,@tNC=NC+1 
POKE N+i,FCNCNC,1),1)#POKE N,F(N(NC,1),2> 
ON RN GOTO 6109,6110,6120,5130 
POKE N+2,O:POKE N+3,8:POKE N+4,33!PGKE N+5,12:POKE N+6,12!RETURN 
POKE N+2,@!POKE N+3,8:POKE N+4,17:POKE N+S,10!POKE N+6,10!RETURN 
POKE N+2,S5:POKE N+3,!50:POKE N+4,65!POKE N+5,S:POKE N+6,S!RETURN 
POKE N+2,255!POKE N+3,2!POKE N+4,65:POKE N+5,3!POKE N+6,8!RETURN 
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73938 
7339 
aaaa 
eoas 
eae 
go13 
ea20 
8020 
asg8 
3389 

REM #* DRAW GROUND #+* 
REM [CLRJ (22 DWN] 
IF VR>@ THEN PRINT ° 2SgScSiQeQetepetepepee eee DeteleiieTeiel * 
REM (WHITES CREV GN] 4@ SPACES 
PRINT “sid 
REM [REY ON] 39 SPACES [HOM] 
PRINT "@ 
POKE 2023,160!POKE 56295,1!RETURN 
REM #48 DATA #4#* 
REM #** DATA FOR VERSES #+# 

190@@ DATA "|O0D YING OENCESLAS LOOKED OUT,” 
10012 
lager 
10030 
1ae4a 
1e@sa 
1982 
1eave 

DATA "TN THE -EAST OF @TEPHEN," 
ATA "“OHEN THE SNOW LAY ROUND ABOUT,” 
DATA “"-EEP ANDO CRISP AND EVEN. * 
OQATA "“|RIGHTLY SHONE THE \OON THAT NIGHT," 
ATA "|HO' THE FROST WAS CRUEL," 
DATA "OHEN A POOR MAN CAME IN SIGHT," 
DATA “|ATH'RING OINTER FUEL.“ 
DATA "{ITHER, PAGE, COME STAND BY ME," 
DATA ".F THOUGH KNOW'ST IT TELLING," 
DATA “ IGNOER PEASANT, WHO IS HE?" 
DATA "OHERE AND WHAT HIS DWELLING?" 

s DATA "IRE, HE LIVES A GOOD LEAGUE: HENCE,” 
DATA “OWN BENEATH THE MOUNTAIN, * 
ATA "-LOSE AGAINST THE FOREST GATE," 
DATA "lY ®AINT @#GNES' —OUNTAIN. * 
DATA “IRING ME FLESH, BRING ME WINE," 
DATA "IRING ME PINE LOGS HITHER. * 
BATA "| HOU AND ., WE'LL SEE HIM DINE,” 
DATA “OHEN WE BEAR THEM THITHER. * 
DATA "TAGE ANG MONARCH, ON THEY WENT,“ 
DATA "TN THEY WENT TOGETHER, * 
CATA "{HROUGH THE RUDE WIND'S WILD LAMENT, * 
DATA "|HROUGH THE BITTER WEATHER. * 
DATA "@IRE THE NIGHT IS DARKER NOW,” 
DATA “@NO THE STORM GROWS LOUDER," 
DATA "AILS MY HEART, . KNOW NOT HOW,” 
DATA ". CAN GO NO LONGER. * 
DATA "\ARK MY STEPS, BE BRAVE MY PAGE," 
DATA "| READ THOU IN THEM BOLOLY,* 
DATA "| HEN THOU'LT FINO THE WINTER'S RAGE," 
DATA “-REEZE THY BLOOD LESS COLDLY. 
DATA "\N HIS MASTER'S STEPS HE TROD,” 
DATA “OHERE THE SNOW LAY DINTED," 
ATA "IEAT WAS IN THE VERY SOD,” 
DATA “OHICH HIS FOOT HAD PRINTED.” 
DATA "|HEREFORE, -HRISTIAN MEN, BE SURE,” 
DATA "CEALTH OR RANK POSSESSING,” 
BATA “ [E WHO OO BLESS THE POOR," 
DATA "®HALL YOURSELVES FIND BLESSING." 
REM *¥* ORTA FOR SPRITES *##* 
REM * THE KING * 
DATA 9,204,192,0,255,192,0,255,192 
DATA @,245,64,0,244,64,0,245,88 
DATA @,213,28,0,213,64,0,247,192 
DATA @,191,192,0,175,192,8,170,192 



DATA @,170,143,0,178,167,8,170,167 
DATA @,170,143,0,170,128,8,170,128 
OATS @,178,126,0,178,128,0,63,0 
REM * THE PAGE BOY * 
DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,68,0 
DATA @,255,0,0,245,0,0,203,0 
DATA @,213,64,0,213,64,8,165,0 
DATA @,178,0,0,170,8,0,170,60 
GATA 8,170,156,0,179,156,0,1708,0 
DATA @,178,0,8,170,3,0,170,0 
DATA 3,170,8,8,173,0,0,60,0 
REM * THE POOR MAN + 
DATA @.%,0,8,8,0,8,60,8 
DATA 8,255,09,8,95,0,0,71,0 
DATA 1,87,0,1,87,0,8,98,128 
GATA @,42,126,0,42,128,0,178,128 
DATA 2,170,128,1,170,126,1,42,128 
DATA 0,42, 128,0,42,126,0,42,128 
DATA 0,42,128,8,92,128,0,15,8 
REM * CASTLE DCOR ¥ 
DATA @,8,0,0,8,0,0,0,0 
DATA 0,8,0,0,8,0,255,255,0 
CATA 223,255 ,0,223,127,0,223,123,0 
DATA 222,251,0,246,251,0,162,219,0 
DATA 163,223,0,187,219,08,187,209,0 
DATA 239,161,8,239,177,8,239,191,0 
DATA 251,247,0,251,247,0,255,255,0 
REM * MOON * 
GATA 8,24,0,0,112,0,1,224,0 
DATA 7,192,0,15,192,0,15,128,0 
DATA 31,128,0,28,1268,0,31,192,0 
DATA 31,246 ,0,31,248,8,14,192,0 
DATA 15,8,0,7,192,0,1,224,0 
DATA @,112,0,8,24,0,0,0,0 
DATA 8,9,0,0,0,8,0,0,0 
REM * SNOW * 
DATA 8,0,0,4,0,128,16,16,2 
DATA 1,0,32,0,2,0,64,64,4 
DATA 8,4,126,0,128,17,8,2,8 
DATA 132,16 ,0,32,128,64,8,4,8 
DATA @,64,0,0,1,0,68,8,16 
DATA 16,128,64,0,4,2,128,32,8 
DATA 8,0,128,1,4,0,64,0,16 
REM *#** DATA FOR SOUND ##* 
REM ** DATA FOR FREQUENCIES ** 
DATA. 11,48,12,143,14,24,14,239 
DATA 16,195,8,87,9,104,10,143 
REM ** DATA FOR NOTES #*+ 
DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,1-1,1,1,6,2 
DATA 7,1,6,1,7,1,8,1,1,2,1,2 
DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,6,2 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 



een ¢ logal, You cont Chiculonoe ose 2: coe oreees re ee agk Spectrum Wo0o oe vos 
control the man on the bike; lean 
forward or back to control the 
bike in the air. My only criticism 
is the simple BMX pedal bike 
trainer jump at the start of the 
program. Provided you achieve 
full speed on take-off, you have 
no choice but to start again from 
the BMX jump (which after 1 of 
2 ries, you can do with your eyes 

£6.95 
Software Communications, Mar. 
tech Hse, Bay Terr, Pevensey 
Bay, E Sussex BN24 6E1 

The object of this game, is 10 
carry out stunts on a motor bike 
You have to jump over cars. 
With each successful jump you 
are awarded with an extra car. closed!), D.N. 
‘As an extra incentive, there is a 
competition to find the highest instructions 80% 
number of cars cleared, You playability 
simply record your score on tape graphics 

value for money and send off your entry. You'll 
have to be quick, The competi 

mn closes on January 11th. 
¢ is the option of 

ard or Interface 2 plus 
joystick. The use of keys is 

Country 
Cottages 

48K Spectrum 
£5.95 

Sterling, Garfield Hse, 86/88 
Edgware Rd, London W2 2YW 

This is a game for two people 
Iwho wish to try their hand in the 
property market. The idea is that 
you borrow money, buy 
cottages, and then let’ them, 
failing ot prospering according 
to the vagaries of the property 

tering two names you 
asked for a degree of fare 

difficulty between one and nine, 
land requested your| 
target for the game, up to 
£100,000. 1 entered '£300,000) 
Which it accepted! However, on 
playing, when I reached ‘and 
passed my target nothing 
happened, Serves me right 1 
suppose. 

Tenants names and descrip. 
iM tions are chosen by the random| 
§. ‘slicing of strings. For example, I 

had a weatherbeaten, stout! 
Acciona who was only’ 21!! 1 

didn’t find it fun to play, and I 
really did try. One of the major| 
irritations was being continually 

to enter 

Racing League 
2X81 16K £2.90 
CR Pearman, 22 Lindale Garth, 
Wakefield, W Yorks 

Ever fancied yourself as a top 
racehorse owner? Well, here's lasked to press a key your Chaat 

‘There are occasions when a In this simulation, you are key press is necessary to] 
continue, but there are many 
more occasions when it should: 
Inot be, The drawings of the] 
ieottages are nice, and these, 1 
suspect, were the real motivation] 

B.B.| 

awarded membership of the 
famous ‘racing league’, among 
such personalities as Willie 
Carson, Steve Davis and Terry 
Wogan. Each celebrity owns 
three horses and puts up £3,000 
stake money 

“The game gives you the chance 
to buy, sell and race horses to 
find out if you've got what it 
takes to become ‘top owner’. A 
useful SAVE option is included 
for when you are on a winning 
streak. There are 10 horses in 

( 

\ 
for the game, 

100% 
70%| 
100% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics f 
value for money vi 

kk Kk -y 
each race, with a £220 entry fee. 
The odds for the race are 
calculated using the horse's 
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Melbourne Hse, Castle Yd Hse, 
Castle Yd, Richmond TW10 6TF 

Sports Hero is an athletics game 
with four events — the long 
jump, 100 metre sprint, 10 
metre hurdles and the pole vault, 

You start asa street runner 
and if you qualify in all events 
you can progress to a university 
Scholarship and finally, to the 
Olympics team. 

What makes Sports Hero 
stand out is the excellence of the 
graphics, The animation of the 
athlete is smooth and realistic, 
while there is a detailed back: 
ground of either graffiti-covered 
housing, students lazing outside 
fan impressive university, or the 
Olympic stadium, depending on 
your level. A neat touch is that 

Sporting 
chance 

The ever-popular sports games 
are here to stay. Our experts 
advise you on the best buys 

recent form (displayed on the| 
est) 

n to prize money for 
the top three placed, you are| 
allowed co bet up to £500 on any 
horse. A professional punter 
might find this a limitation, 
particularly as only a straight win| 
bet is permitted. Although an interesting game,| 
1 think it lacks sufficient depth| 
to become really addictive. 
However, Racing League  is| 
reasonable value at the price. 

TMH. 

instructions 80% 
playability 70%| 
graphics N/Al 
value for money 75% 

WA Iebone Rd, Regents Pk, London 
NWI 

when you are a street runner the 
hurdles are dustbins. If you 
qualify the athlete punches the 
air in delight but if you fail he 
shakes his head in disgust. 

The instructions are compre- 
hensive but omit to mention you 
must press ‘enter’ (o start, 
When entering your name at 

the start the keyboard response i 
poor and sometimes refuses to 
register. 

Sports Hero is an excellent 
game, my only doubt is whether 
its appeal will last after the 
novelty of the graphics has worn 
off. SEs 
instructions 80% 
playability 80% 
graphics 100% 
value for money 808 

maak kk 

Pitfall 11/ 
Lost Caverns 
CBM 64 £9.99 

‘Activision, 1S Harley Hse, Mary- 

The latest trend in homel 
computer gaming is the arcade/ 
fadventure, which combines, 
elements of quick reaction and 
surategy. This release seems to be 
step in this direction 

You play Pitfall Harry who 
runs around the caverns of] 
Machu. Picchu, searching for 
gold, his pet cat and his niece. 

P¥Scatiered throughout the maze 
“Aare vampire bats, condors, 

scorpions and electric eels which 
ldo their best to halt you. 

‘You cannot be Killed, but are 
transported back to the begin- 
ning of the previous stage, A 
perfect score requires the finding 
for all objects. plus avoiding PRY 
dangers, and ‘this seems 
impossible. “The graphics are 
superb. All ‘the creatures are well 
animated in vivid colour. When 
Harry drops down a shaft, the! 
ground rumbles as he lands, and 
swimming is great fun! 

Somewhere in the caves is the 
ldreaded stone-age rat which 
Found impossible to overcome. I 
can" only be subdued from 
behind. I can. strongly recommend this excellent. game 
which has all the best Features of 
current styles. Don't waste time 
reading this review, go out and 
buy it. A. 

instructions 50% 
playability 90% 
leraphics 95% 
value for money 0% 

kkk * 
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BUYERS’ GUIDE 
A LOT has happened in the 
computer world since my 
previous hardware survey last 
May. Many firms have realised 
that there is great demand for 
good hardware and have 
responded accordingly. The 
main areas of expansion seem 
to be interfaces, modems, 
graphics and music. The 

roduction of the MIDI mu: 
interface, in particular, means 
that 64 owners can now link up 
to synthesisers and other 
electronic keyboards and 
explore the areas of electronic 
music. 

Due to lack of time, I haven’t 
been able to try as many of the 
bits and pieces as 1 would have 
liked so this is a buyers’ guide 
rather than a detailed review. 1 
will try to indicate the features 
to look for when considering 
which piece of hardware to buy. 
Again I must add a rider: 1 
cannot vouch for the perform- 
ance of any of the items listed 
here nor can I take responsibil- 
y for any problems you may 

have when you buy. I suggest 
that before you do buy, find 
out all about the hardware, 
look at the specifications and 
see it operating. It is dangerous 
to buy unseen, particularly 
since hardware isn’t cheap. 

Where I have seen products, I 
will give any comments in italics 
next to the entry for the 
product. 

Finally, 1 must emphasise 
that this review does not cover 
all the hardware add-ons 
available. It should, however, 
give you a good idea of what is 
available. 

Assem rs 

‘What to look for 
At least two passes 
Pseudo op-codes for tables 
(BYT, WRD, TXT) 

3. Labels should be supported. 
The longer the labels the 
better 

4 Check it doesn’t need hard- 
ware you don’t own, e.g. 
disc drive 

5 easy saving of object code 

Super Help £35 CBM 64 Stack 
Not at all bad. Some non- 
standard pseudo op-codes. 
It also requires the use of a 
disc drive. Due to the poor 
‘monitor in the package, the 
saving of object codes is 
‘messy. Two passes. 

Arrow Plus £44 CBM 64 Stack 
Two pass assembler. Uses a 
number of non-standard 
pseudo op-codes and insists 
on labels when using 
absolute or zero page 
addressing. 

Micro £57.50 CBM 64 Super- 
soft This assembler may be 
alittle pricey, but in my view 

Add-ons for 
the CBM 64 
and VIC-20 

Allen Webb has compiled this 
buyers’ luide specially for 
users of the Commodore 64 

and VIC-20. 
Read before you buy 

it’s the best about. Uses 
three passes and assembles 
to RAM. 

Vickit 5 £26.45 VIC-20 Stack 
A fair assembler which is 
similar to that in Arrow Plus 
above. Additionally, it 
requires Vickit 4 to run, At 
that price it’s comparible to 
Micro’s price. Two passes 

Cassette 
Recorders 

Rotronics DR2301 £34.95 
CBM 64, VIC-20 SMT 

Floppy Tape 
Drives 

Wafadrive £159.95 CBM 64, 
VIC-20 Rotronics 

Vickit 3 £26.45 VIC-20 Stack 
Koala Pad £79.95 CBM 64 

Audiogenic Expensive but 
real quality, Enables the 
creation of multi-colour 
pictures and operates in a 
Sophisticated manner. 

Grafpad £125 CBM 64 British 
Micro 

Graphics Pack £29.95 CBM 64 
Whitby Computers 

What to look for 
1 You should have a specific 

requirement, e.g. you choose 
an interface to suit a printer, 
not vice versa 
Check specifications care- 

fully. Are there any draw- 
backs or possible problems? 
(e.g. clashing with software) 

3 See it working with the 
intended equipment 

IEEE 488 £60 CBM 64/VIC-20 
Stack 

RS232 £33 CBM 64 Stack 
Centronics £24 CBM 64 Stack 
Printer interface (with CBM 

graphics) £89.95 CBM 64 
Impex 

Printer interface (without CBM 

~ 

graphics) £66.95 Impex 
IEEE/RS 232 £59.95 CBM 64, 

VIC Interpod/Cheetah 
Cassette interface £13.99 VIC- 

20, CBM 64, Glanmire. Neat 
little unit which plugs in the 
cassette port. When you 
enter LOAD or SAVE, the 
screen blanks and the 
normal prompts are lost. 
Changes normal value in 
register 1 and therefore may 
interfere with the correct 
operation of some software. 
Works well enough. 

Cassette interface £14.95 VIC- 
20, CBM 64 —Downsway 
Electronics 

Centronics interface £29.95 
CBM 64 Downsway Elec- 
tronics 

| 

1 Robustness 
2 Accuracy 
3 Ease to hold 
4 Cost 

Zap Proof Joystick £7.95 
Stack. Standard style using 
nylon ball joint. Seems 
sturdy and works well, 

Competition Pro 1000 £10.99 
Kempston 

Competition Pro 3000 £12.75 
Kempston 

Competition Pro 5000 £13.50 
Kempston 

Delta 35C £10 Voltmace 
Joy Sensor £29.95 Consumer 

Electronics 
Quick Shot 1 £9.95 Vulcan 

Electronics 
Starfighter £12.95 Consumer 

Electronics 
Wico Red Ball £19.95 Silica 

Shop 
Wico Staright Stick £17.95 

Silica Shop 
Hotshot CBM 64, VIC Flight 

Link Control. ‘Uses micro 
switches and has a light 
touch. Perhaps not as solid 
and robust as some but 
accurate and nice 10 use. 

What to look for 
1 If it’s Extended BASIC you 

want case of use, sensible 
commands and no bugs. 

2 Other languages. . . faithful 
ness to original specification 
of language. 

Forth £24.95 for VIC-20, 
£29.95 for CBM 64 Audio- 
genic 

Centronics Printer Interface for CBM 64 

DOWNSWay 

CBM 64/VIC-20 Cassette Interface 
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Simon's BASIC £50 CBM 64 
‘Commodore. Generally con- 
sidered to be poor. 

BC BASIC £49 CBM 64 Kuma 
‘Not bad 

What to look for 
1 Quality of construction 
2 Method of operation (micro 

switch, touch contacts?) 
3 Accuracy. . . single pixel, 

ingle character? 
4 Software 

Stack Light Pen £28 CBM 64 
or VIC-20 Stack. Comes 
with 10 games and a nice hi- 
res package. Works well and 
seems to be quite accurate. 

Pixstik £29.95 CBM 64 Com- 
putapix 

Machine Code 
Monitors 

What to look for 
1 Standard operation 
2 Assembler and disassembler 
3. Relocatability 
4 Other functions 

Zoom £28.75 CBM 64 Super- 
soft. Jn my view look no 
further, Pity it doesn’t have 
bi-directional scrolling but 
you can't have everything. 

Vickit $ £26.45 VIC-20 Stack 
Quite standard. 

Arrow £26 CBM 64 Stack 
‘Arrow Plus £44 CBM 64 Stack 

Normal monitor. 
Monitor £19.95 

Audiogenic 
Memory 

Expansion 

16K switchable £35.50 VIC-20 
Downsway Electronics 

16K,8K,3K can be got at low 
prices from Vicsoft. . . VIC. 
Commodore 

VIC-20 

Communications Modem £99.99 
CBM 64 Commodore 

Protek 1200 £59.95 CBM 64, 
VIC-20 Inteinet 

Professional 2000 £325 Com- 
poser 

Motherboards 
What to look for 
1 Good quality construction 
2 Good quality gold plated 

contacts 
3 The ability to bank sockets in 

and out easily 

Two-slot board £9.15 CBM 64, 
VIC-20, Zero Electronics 

Four-slot board £38 CBM 64 
VIC-20 Stack. Full switch- 
ing so you can have any 
permutation of cartridges. 

Three-slot board £18.95 CBM 

£42.50 (CBM) 
tro 

Music 
Interfaces 

MIDI. CBM 64 Chromatix 

Networking 
Systems 

Zero Elec- 

Prestel/Micronet_ Cartridge + 
modem £129.95 CBM 64 
Prism 

Numeric Keypad £28.75 CBM 
64, VIC-20 Commercial 
Products 

Datapad 16C £29.95 CBM 64, 
VIC-20 Voltmace 

Downsway 16K switchable cartridge 
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Datapad 16C from Voltmace 

What to look f 
1 Support of CBM graphic 

characters 
2 Speed of printing 
3. Operation without interface 

AP40-ClI Serial input £113.85 
CBM 64, VIC-20 Able 
Systems 

AP40-C2 Centronics £113.85 
CBM 64, VIC-20 Able 
Systems 

Protective 
covers 

£5.99 CBM 64, VIC £3.99 
Cassette Protec 

£9.95 CBM 64, VIC-20 Tek- 
form 

£7.95 CBM 64, VIC-20 BSF 
‘Computer Services 

George £23.95 CGL 

What to look for 
1 Good quality construction, 

decent sockets with gold 
contacts 

2 Easy switching of ROMs 

EPROM card £9.15 CBM 64 
Zero Electronics 

ROM expansion unit 
CBM 64. Impex 

ROM carrier 

£19.95 

£9.20 VIC-20 

(COM IN 64 £139 CBM 64 Zero 
Electronics 

Screen 
expansion 
boards 

80 column/grafic rd £82.50 
CBM 64 Zero Electronics 

40/80 column card £64.35 

VIC-20 Zero Electronics 
80 column card £49.95 CBM 64 

Impex 

Speech 
recognition 

Micro Command £49.95 CBM 
64 Orien Data 

Speech 
synthesis 

What (0 look for 
1 Sound quality, intonation, 

more than one voice 
2. Ease of use. . . simple from 

BASIC or machine code 
3 does not steal memory 

Speech 64 £29.95 CBM 64 
Currah. Not at all bad. Two 
voices and intonation. Text 
to speech conversion. 

Chatterbox £19.95 VIC-20 
Currah 

JCB Microsystems Speech Syn- 
thesiser £29.95 CBM 64 
JCB Microsystems 

Magic Voice £49.95 CBM 64 
Commodore 

Commtalk £29 VIC-20 Andor 

Speed save 

1 Reliability 
2. Simple commands 
3 Wide range of functions 

Arrow £26 CBM 64 Stack 
Arrow £44.85 CBM 64 Super- 

soft 
Arrow Plus £44 CBM 64 Stack 
Vickit 4 £26.65 VIC-20 Stack 
1541 Express (Disc) £49.95 

CBM 64 RAM Electronics 

What to look for 
1 Sensible names for commands 
2 Useful commands 
3 Commands which work 

properly... Renumber which 
renumbers everything. 
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GUIDE 

HELP £25 CBM 64 Stack. So- 
so, lousy monitor but overall 
‘functions well enough. 

Superhelp £35 CBM 64 Stack 
Same as Help but with 
assembler and other bits. 

Vickit 2 £32.20 VIC-20 Stack 
Programmers’ Friend £29.95 

CBM 64 Whitby Computers 
Business Toolkit £29.95 CBM 

64 Whitby Computers 
‘Custom Cartridge £34.95 CBM 

64 Whitby Computers. Pick 
your own commands. 

Buii Plus _ £39.95 
Audiogenic 

Touchpads 

A3 and Ad pads £149 & £69 
CBM 64 & VIC Star Micro- 
terminals 

Trak Balls 

Trak Ball £39.99 Atari 

| Turtle Systems| 
Turtle + software £199 (dis- 

counts for schools) CBM 64 
Valiant 

Able Systems, Unit 3, Kingfisher 
Ct, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 
TU 

VIC-20 

Andor, 28 Hillside Dr, Rathfarn- 
ham, Dublin 14, Ireland 
Atari International, Atari Hse, 
Railway Terrace, Slough, Berks 
Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Reading 
Berks 
BSF Computer Services, 
Bolsover St, London WI 
British Micro, Penfold Works, 
Imperial Way, Watford, Herts 

GL, CGL House, Golding Hill, 
Loughton, Essex 
Cheetah "Marketing, 24 Ray 
Street, London ECIR 3DJ 
Chromatix, Ealing Broadway 
Centre, Oak Road, London WS 
Cirkit" Holdings, Park Lane, 
Broxbourne, Herts 
Commercial Products, 11a 
Hylands Close, Furnace Green, 
Crawley, Sussex RH10 6RX 

20-28 

Commodore (UK), 1 Hunters 
Lane, Weldon, Corby 
Northants 
Compuser, 27 Vulcan Way, New 
Addington, Croydon, Surrey 
‘Computerpix, Gores Rd, Kirkby 
Ind Estate, Liverpool 
Consumer Electronics, Fails 
worth, Manchester M35 OHS 
Currah Computer Components, 
Hollymount, Wooler Rd, Hartle: 
pool, Cleveland 
Downsway Electronics, 
Rd, Epsom, Surrey KTI7 

Depot 
4RI 

Flight Link Control, Unit 12, 
The Maltings, Turk ‘St, Alton, 
Hants 
Glanmire Electronics, Westley 
Hse, Trinity Ave, Bush Hill 
Park, Enfield EN 1PH 
Impex Software, Metro Hi: 

‘Second Way, Wembley, Middx 
HA9 OTY 
Intelnet, Unit C2, Faircharm Ind 
Est, 8-10 Creekside, London SE8 
JCB Microsystems, 29, South- 
bourne Rd, Bournemouth, 
Dorset 
Kempston Micro Electronics, 
180a Bedford Rd, Kempston, 
Bedford 
Orien Dati 
Dorset 
Sussex 
Kuma Computers, Unit 12, 
Horseshoe Park, Horseshoe Rd, 
Pangbourne, Berks 
Prism Technology, 18-19 Mo 
St, London ECI 
Protek, 40 Laundry Rd, Shi 
Southampton 
RAM Electronics, 106 Fleet Rd, 
Fleet, Hants GUI3 8PA. 
Rotronics, Santosh Hse, Marl 
borough Trac Est, West 
Wycombe Rd, High Wycombe, 

31/32 
jardens, 

High St, 
Brighton, 

———— 

Bucks 
Silica Shop, 1-4 The Mews, 
Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent 
SMT, Freepost, Greens Norton, 
Towcester, Northants NNI2 SBR 
Stack Computer Services, Free- 
post, Bootle, Merseyside 120 
oA 
Star Microterminals Ltd, 22 
Hyde St, Winchester, Hants 
Supersoft, Winchester Hse, 
Canning ' Rd, Wealdstone, 
Harrow, Middx HA3 783 
Tekform, Grange Close, Sand- 
bach, Cheshire CWI! 9E 
Valiant Designs, Unit 13, Park 
Hse, 140 Battersea Park Rd, 
London SWI 4NB 
Voltmace Lid, Park Dr, 
Baldock, Herts 
Vulcan Electronics, 200 Brent St, 
Hendon, London NW 
Zero Electronics, 149 Kingstreet, 

mouth NR30 21G. Great Y: 

= \ 

It is impossible to tell you everything 
about the 50 games on 
CASSETTE - 50 but they include 
many types such as maze, arcade, 
missile, tactical and logic games. 
to suit most tastes in computer 
game playing 
CASSETTE - 50 will appeal to 
people of all ages and the games 
will provide many hours of 
entertainment for all the family at 
a fraction of the cost of other 
computer games. 

* WE PAY TOP PRICES 
FOR TOP QUALITY GAMES 

J’ VALUE that’s 
‘ out of this world a 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR Cxcommodore 6 ELECTRON Atmos 

DRAGON EJEIGxie Spectrum’ @fappie ATARI ORICA 2x81. VK Ht0 

Please send me by return of post, Cassette 50 at £9.95 a 

FortapeTencosss chequelpesal ort for 
made payebie to 

Z ‘Cascade Games Ltd. 1 

EXPRESS DELIVERY- 
ORDER NOW 

comwooore : [-] wie20[-] omc-t [-]sacas 
specraum [~] ectaon[] zx ai[-] APPLE 

Tani [] atmos [=] oRAGON 
Cascade Games Ltd. 
Suite 4, 1-3 Haywra Crescent, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire, HG1 586. England. 
Telephone: (0423) 504526. Dealers & Stockists enquiries welcome. Hew 27/11/84 

Le eee ee 
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Vic-20 UTILITY 

Character 

Change the size of your characters with this utility by Tom Clark 

Q; “OFF" pixels appear as 
This program is a glorified 
Subroutine, but one with great 
potential. it occupies less than 
IK of user RAM, but. the variables claim over’ 2K more, 
leaving only 361 bytes free. 

This can be increased by 
removing the REM statements, ‘but that still doesn’t leave much Toom to manoeuvre, so 
expansion memory seems 
There are no problems with 3K expansion pack, but if an 8K 
or 16K pack is fitted the screen 

written so that anything with a 
screen code value greater than 
90 or less than 1 is rejected. VIC 

Constants 
A. start of character generator 

Variables 
starting location of selected 
character 
take on and turn locations of 
each of 8 bits which make up selected character 
decimal value of location C 

8 

C) 
It changes with C and is 

enlarged character. 
ht of these to |} Shifted W. each chat 

TC,R counter variable How it works 14-40 get desired character, users with excess of 7K memory init 
50-160 can change this using 

14 CLR:DIM QS(2048):A = an 
32776 

Remove line 35 

As the program uses features which are unique to Commo- 

each byte of desired character 
Express. binary 
graphically using shifted Q 
and shifted W 

170-190 
character 

1010-1040 pad out (if required) 

tialise variables 
get decimal value for 

id convert to binary. 
version 

print out enlarged 

location at line 30 must be] | reduced t0.0in the process of |] dore computers: it could really | | binary number to eight digits changed to 4190, binary conversion only be converted for the 64, by adding “OFF” pixels This program has been | | QS(S) cach QS isa“ “ON” pixels appear as shifted (Shifted W) to front 

1 JERE AEM ob ERKCE | 2 * + 
3 #ENLARGER FOR # ITHENPS$="0" <GoTO118 4 * + 
5 #STANDARD VIC # 
6 # * 
if #BY TOM CLARK + 
8 * * 
3 * TELEPHONE + 
1 * 
1 * 

* 
TAREE EEE 

14 CLR DIMG$<¢7219: AS32776 
15 PRINT" TYPE THE # PRINTOUT # 

REQUIRED CHARA REM 
AND PRES RETURt i REM 

24 GETL$:PRINTLS; : IFL$<> PRINT" Sele" = TC 
FORS=TCTOTC+7 

FE 

REM 
REM # BINARY + 
REM 
REM# CONVER 
REM 

PRINTOS(S) 
END 
REM 
EM # BINARY # 
M 

NEXT 

Fi 
RI 
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CEM 64 £9.99 Air Defence 
48K Spectrum 

Activision, 15 Harley Hse, £5.95 
Marylebone Rd, Regents Pk, I liked the graphics, very : 
London NWI colourful and well defined, and 14 Langton Way, Lon- 

TTL ie sound is also good. The 
actual game can be a little 
tedious after a while. There is no 
variation in the tasks you have to 
perform i.e. pick up fuel, blast 
the enemy 

The action is fast and hard and 
should please any arcade fans. 

The action takes place on the 
River of no Return, and you 
have to steer a small jet fighter 
up the river, trying to penetrate 
the defences of a hostile force. 
The screen shows a bird’s eye 
view of the river which scrolls 

Auention all you armchair 
generals! Now’s your chance to 
earn your wings commanding a 
number of squadrons to repel an 
enemy air raid. This is a 
simulation rather than a game 

from top to bottom in smooth DA. and it's very cerebral, so you'll 
animation, Enemy units include need to wear your gold braided 
tanks, which may be on land or instructions 30% thinking cap. 
‘on a bridge and sometimes fire playability 71% The main game display is a 
Shells, hot air balloons, ships and graphics 80% sectored map, which is updated 
helicopters. Yaloe for money 33% like radar, every few seconds or 

so. This’ shows the relative 
‘movement of both your and the 
‘enemy's aircraft. In addition you 
can call up a chart of informa- 
tion which tells you the current 
status of each aircraft on the 
map. 

Your aim is to get to the next 
bridge and destroy it. Several 
starting points may be selected, 
and one or two players. The river 
gets more difficult to negotiate 
after each bridge and at level SO 
is impossible — well almost. 

kkk 

Valkyrie 17 
48K Spectrum 

£9.99 
RamJam, 69 Flempton 
London E10 7NL 

Rd, 

If you're a war-games addict 
then read this page of reviews 

before you buy. Let our 
experts guide you 

JA. series of garbled telephone 
messages reveal that Valkyrie 17, 
hideous super-weapon develop 
fed by the Nazis, is active again 
You fly out to the Hotel Blitz in, 
Lake Bruntz, where your contact 
was murdered : 

‘At the bar isa girl who would 
fiof a trink, dollinsk’, whilst * 
Inearby the ‘manager demands: f 
you pay your bill. Meanwhile, , 
you receive. threatening phone 
calls that say ‘The Red Kipper 
Flies at Midnight"? 

These are just some of the 
confusing aspects in this 
Wonderful text/graphics 
ladventure. Included in the 
package is a background dossier 
nd metal badge. There are over 
100 ‘locations, full sentence, 

Qinpus, ana graptics ae’ good aAtram 
swith atmospheric descriptions. 48K Spectrum ine sciions, ic announces the 
It's best merit is the sense of] £19.95 pcre 

humour. After leaving the dusty x Deiis Ines orton 
fcupboard where the maid keeps Atram, Thanet Hse, Craven Rd, the program is very crude. It runs 
ios pirate cena London W2 slowly in BASIC, isn’t fully error 

ars and politely asks b trapped, graphics are unimagina- 
have been standing in the broom This package looks really tive, input prompts have layout 
cupboard. She dusts you down exciting, A colour sleeve over the bugs, and input itself requires pA 
and leaves. It brings a smile to fox shows Harriers in flight over you to learn a long and tedious 
the face of a jaded reviewer. acarrier in an Advanced Tactical code from the not-very-clear 
1 discovered a few bugs, and F's Reconnaissance And Attack manual. 

Imy only complaint is the slightly aq Mission, whilst two users ponder _ Interesting concept, fabulous 
sluggish response time. One of ‘a game board. box and board, very poor 
the best adventures this year — Eine board is magnetic, and program. Might ‘suit wealthy, 
oe | divided in half. Each half shows addicted war-gamer, but not a 13 

y t land and sea with targets, and a year old for Christmas. D.M. 
instructions 1008 network of sectors. Each user 
aire "yee places his fighters, bombers, instructions 50% 
igraphics ee carries, airstrips and missiles. playability 
pyralve for money cig] Then the two halves are married. graphics 

The computer program value for money 
requires input to record the 
status of the pieces, and after 
every move. It keeps the score as 
each side moves pieces, attacks, 
runs out of fuel etc. Atthe end of 

kk KK Kk 

1 rT: 

Mg SES 

War Zone is a strategy game in} 
which you must use your tanks,| 

Also, during battle, critical 
messages are flashed up to 
remind you that things are going 
critical, or you've got a squadron 
Circling, gradually running out of 
fuel. 

This simulation got_my 
adrenalin. pumping and 1 
panicked a lot, with the end 
result that the computer- 
controlled enemy planes 
trounced me, even on level one, 

The program will definitely 
appeal to war-game enthusiasts 
as itis easy to become engrossed 
in the detailed strategy. If you 
like a real challenge, try this one, 

.B. 

instructions 90% 
playability 100% 
graphics 85% 
value for money 90% 

War Zone 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 

infantry and artillery to defeat 
the computer's forces. Thel 
battlefield is a 30 by 30 area, 
displayed in 9 sectors. 

‘There are four kinds of terrain| 
plainland; roads, which allow 

faster movement; ‘hills, which! 
decrease movement but increase 
firing range; and woodland| 
which also slows you down but 

-uprotects you from enemy fire. 
YA” The terrain is different for 

leach game. 
Each turn you may move or 

fire some, or all, of your pieces! 
— but beware of the enemy’ 
returning your fire. To end the 
turn you ¢ one air| 
lattack on any square. 

‘Only. sectors which contain| 
lyour pieces can be displayed — 
this allows ambushes and troop| 
movements to go undetected. 

You can select the number of 
Jeach type of pieces, and you are! 
allowed a total of between 15 and 
150. 

The game ends when one side's; 
home sector has been overrun, or 
there is a 3:1 ratio of pieces. 
There is an option of saving a 
partially completed game which 

come, because even with 
jimum number of pieces it 

can take half an hour to! 
complet 

War Zone is an enjoyable 
lame, although I have found the 
Icomputer can usually be beaten. 

S..E. 

100% 
70% 
60% 
70% 
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SPECTRUM | 

Maths talk 
Put your Currah speech unit to good use with Ray Elder’s 

educational program 
The Currah speech unit has 
probably been more widely 
advertised and adopted by more 
commercial software companies 
than any other similar unit. 

If you bought one and made 
it mutter those earth-shaking 
comments and heard “RUN 
AWAY” from the umpteenth 
game, you may well be wonder- 
ing of what real use it is. 

In fact, in the field of 
education — and we're all 
learning all the time — it can be 
‘of immense value. What I have 
tried to do is to produce a 
simple program to give you 
some ideas which you may like 
to develop into a far more 
sophisticated program. 

Program breakdown 
I'll go through the program bit 
by bit, 
Line 100. initialises the array nS 

to hold all the numbers from 
1110 12 in spoken form. Note 
that the second dimension 
must be the length of the 
longest. word. The actual 
DATA is at lines 9000/9110 
and is out of the way, high in 
memory. 

Line 110 initialises the variable 
f to 0. This is our ‘r'ight 
answers counter. 

Line 1000 starts the main loop to 
give 10 questions. Each time 
the screen is cleared to. a 
different INK colour in order 
to give a little variation in the 
display. The screen is left 
blank deliberately as we want 
to listen to the question; for 
this reason the question isn’t 
Printed on screen at the same 
time. 

Line 1010 chooses two numbers, 
and b, at random to be 
multiplied together. 

Line 1020 utters the word 
‘what’? In order to get the 
best speech here I broke the 
word into two separate 
sections. 

1030 pronounces the word 
‘The use of * gives a ver 

slight pause which helps 
make the word clearer. Using 
capital letters causes the tone 
to rise slightly, which adds a 
little inflexion’ to the word, 
‘again making it clearer. 

Line 1040 speaks the appropriate 
word for random number ‘a’ 

Line 1050 is the word "‘times’? 
again broken into parts. The 
aim was to produce the 
clearest speech possible and I 
found this to be the most 
precise way with many 

Lin 

words. 
Line 1060 speaks the word for 

random number ‘b’ 
Line 1070 prints something on 

the screen. These are simple 
instructions which include the 
option to listen to the 
question again. 

Line 1080 gets the answer. 1 
Prompted for it again and 
used the LINE function to 
prevent accidental breaking 
of the program. The answer 
is held in a. Line 1090 checks to see if the 
user is asking for a repeat of 
the question and if so does so 
by going to line 1020, I left 
the text on screen to indicate 
that it is a repeat 

Lines 1100/1110 are simple little 
checks to make sure only 
valid numerical characters 
have been entered. If not, 
then ignore it and wait for the 
input again. In fact, it is 
bad programming practice to 
jump out of a loop before itis 
completed, but the Spectrum 
will allow it, and as we 
haven't the ‘advantage of 
REPEAT UNTIL loops or 
PROCS I use the machine's 
‘own foibles 

Line 1120 if the answer is correct 
uuses the subroutine at line 
9600 to say so. 

Line 1130 uses subroutine at line 
{9500 to tell you (politely) that 
you're wrong. 

Line 1140 end of the main loop 
Line 1150. start of the -section 

which informs you how well 
you did. Speaks the words 
“you got...” 

Line 1155 if all wrong, says 
“none”! 

Line 1160 ‘if not all wrong then 
speaks the number of correct 
answers. 

speaks the word 
ight’? Line 1180. displays as backup 

information the number of 
correct answers and informs 
the user to “press any key"? 

Line 1190 waits for a key to be 
pressed. 

Line 1200 ‘once a key is pressed 
RUNs the program again 
GOTO 110 would also have 
been OK here 

Lines 9000/9110 ‘are the Currah 
speech words for the numbers 
one to 12. 

Line 9500 reads the words from 
the DATA line 9510 for the 
wrong message. This is 
almost identical to the 
message given in the Currah 
handbook, but the method of 
READING them straight into 
SS is even more efficient than 

the method they suggest. 
Line 9600 reads the correct 

‘message from line 9610. 

Suggestions 
This is only a very simple 
program, and I've left it so 
deliberately. You will almost 
certainly have ideas of your own 
but some things to try are: 

Add some sound. Try a few 
BEEPs when an answer is 
entered, different BEEPs for the 
right and wrong answers (but not 
too much or it gets boring), 
© Pethaps some graphics? A 
tick for the right answer, a cross 
for a wrong one? A FLASHing 
display for high scores at the 

end? 
© An option to practise a 
particular table: simply set 
variable ‘a’ or *b’ to the table 
required. A subroutine to offer 
this facility could be  incor- 
Porated into the program. 
© Extend the range of numbers 
the program knows! Add them 
to lines 9000/9110 and increase 
the array and loop in line 100 to 
suit 
© Change the sum types * - / by 
altering the word in line 1050 and 
the checks in lines 1120/1130. 
Again it is possible to offer this 
{as a user facility from within the 
program. 
© How about a speak and spell 
version? 

196 DIM n€(12,12): RESTORE 9968 
: FOR i=1 TO 12: 
TA 
118 LET r=o 

1998 FOR x=1 TO 19: 
¥5)41: CLS 
1918 LET a=INT 
=INT (RND¥12) +1 
1629 LET s®="(wh)O": 

PAUSE 36 
1939 LET s$="i"(Z) 
1949 LET s@=n®(a): 
1959 LET s®="(TT) 

PAUSE 58 
1969 LET s®=n$(b): 

ET s@="(tt)" 

sS="(ii)?mz": 

READ n@(id: 

(RND¥12) +12 

INK INT (RND 

LET b 

PAUSE 15: L 

PAUSE 38 
PAUSE 58 
PAUSE 8: LET 

PAUSE 38 
1975 PRINT AT 8,6;"Type in the a 
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;OGRAMMING 

nswer or Press enter to 7S 
repeat”’'TAB 19;"the question" 1268 RUN 

19688 INPUT TAB 11;"answer = "5 L 8999 STOP 
INE af 99965 DATA “Wun" 
1999 IF a$="" THEN GO TO 1929 9819 DATA *(TT) (ouu)* 
1198 FOR i=1 TO LEN a®: IF a®(i) 9929 DATA “(th)’rr*(ee)* 
¢"8" OR aS(i)>"9" THEN GO TO 19 9939 DATA "Flor)* 
8s 994G DATA “#(IT)'*vh" 
1119 NEXT i 9959 DATA “siks* 

) 1126 IF VAL a$=ax%b THEN GO SUB 9969 DATA "ss(EH)’ ven" 
9689 997G DATA “(ay)’t* 
1139 IF VAL a®(>a%b THEN GO SUB 9988 DATA "N(ii)n* 
9598 9098 DATA "(tt)en" 

1149 NEXT x 9198 DATA "(EE)" lev'n" 
1158 LET s#="Y(ou)": PAUSE 25: L 9119 DATA “tw'EL’vh" 
ET s#="(GG)’o(tt)": PAUSE 25 9599 RESTORE 9519: FOR i=1 TO 6: 
1155 IF r¢i THEN LET s®="Nun": READ s$: PAUSE 50: NEXT i: PAUS 
PAUSE 29 E 199: RETURN 
1169 IF r>@ THEN LET s®=n$(r): 951G DATA “(II)"m","ss(AR) ( 
PAUSE 15 "but","y(OR) ans(er)"," woz 
1179 LET s®="R(ii)’ (tt)": PAUSE currect" 
ao 9699 RESTORE 9619: FOR i=1 TO 3: 
1189 PRINT AT 8,75 "You got “srs” READ s®: PAUSE 58: NEXT i: PAUS 
correct"’’TAB 2;"Press any key E 199: LET r=r+i: RETURN 

to play again" 9619 DATA "y(OR) ans(er)"," woz" 

1199 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 11 »"currect” 

CENTURY 
| COMMUNICATIONS 

SKYLINE ATTACK 
Pilot yourcraft across 9 of the world’s greatest cities. 

This is one of the fastest, most flicker-free games 

ever written for the Commodore 64. 

+ Fabulous animated graphics. * 18 different types of alien. 

+& Superfast loading. 

+ First program ever to allow you to play 
another game while it loads! 

£7.95 ISBN 0 7126 05789 Commodore 64 

ORDER FORM Please debit my “Visa/Access account number 
A “delete as oppropriate 

To: Gill Small, TBS, Church Road, Tiptree, Colchester, TI [ 
Essex CO5 OSR Account Number 

Please send me.............SKYLINE ATTACK cassette(s) at 
£7.95 (inc VAT and post & packing). 

Name. 

Address. 

enclose my cheque/postal order for 
£.....ssss.-.(Cheques should be made payable to Signed. 
Tiptree Book Services Limited) (Please allow up to 28 days for delivery Subject to availability) 
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AMSTRAD CP 

the 
The Tharoks want to conquer the Earth. You are the only one 

who can save the human race from slavery. 

By Steven Anderson 
The Earth is in danger once Vi more. This time from an alien] |, score VS7Mbles 
race called the Tharoks. The] | $1. rare missiles 
Tharoks are a dreadful warlike | |5") target 
people who have already} |} Teo. lander 
destroyed their own planet ina} | Fi high score 
nuclear war, 

They now need somewhere 
new to live and of course the 
beautiful planet Earth is their 
first choice. 

Their aim is to conquer the 
earth and colonise it with their 
‘own people and at the same 
time enslave the human race 

You are the pilot of the 
starship that must stop_ this 
terrible prospect from 
becoming a reality. 

To play the game you must 
manoeuvre a gun sight around 
the screen until it is over an 

enemy ship. Pressing ‘fire’ will 
then destroy it. You also have 
five smart missiles with 
automatic tracking systems. If 
you destroy the flag ship when 
it attacks, you will have won. 

How it works 
10-110 start screen 
110-290 set up user graphics 
[300-360 set up inks 
[370-470 draw screen 
|480-S80 variables 
1590-750 main program loop 
[760-1370 various sub-routines 

Sky 

10 REM THAROK ATTACK 
20 REM BY.S. ANDERSON 
30 REM ~ ~ 
AO INK 0,Or INK 1,26 
50 noe i 
0 LOCATE 10,5:PRINT"THAROK ATTACK":LOCATE 10,10:PRINT* 
PRESS SPACE To PLAY" 
70 WHILE. INKEY (47)<>0:WEND 
80 hao 
90 MODE o 
100 BORDER 0 
110 REM GRAPHICS 
120 SYMBOL’ AFTER 200 
130 SYMBOL 200,0,0,0,0,24, 16,041 
140 SYMBOL 201,0,0,0,0,24,8,0, 128 
150 SYMBOL 202,1,0,16,24,0,0,0,0 
160 SYMBOL 203,128,0,8,24,0,0,0,0 
170 SYMBOL 204,0, 60,128,255, 124,60,60,24 
100 SYMBOL 205,24,36,56,66,6,129, 129,129 
190 SYMBOL 206,15, 65,255,179, 255,31 ,35,195 
200 SYMBOL 207,240,252,255, 171,255,248, 132,195 
210 SYMBOL 208,255, 159,155, 15,7,3.i,1 
220 SYMBOL 209,255,249, 153,240,224, 192,128,128 
230 SYMBOL 210,15,1,1,1,3,7,7,3 
240 SYMBOL 211,240,128, 12,128, 192,224,224,192 
250 SYMBOL 212,31 ,43,127,235,32,44,45,33 
260 SYMBOL 213,240,252,254,255,4,52, 180,132 
270 SYMBOL 214,255,255, 199, 199,199,255, 255,255 
280 SYMBOL 215, 170,255,255, 255,255, 255,255,255, 
290 SYMBOL 216,0,34,24,24,36,0,0,0 
300 REM INKS 

340 INK 7,28,2 
370 REM SET UP SCREENS 

+1,20,20,25:PAPER a1 
14205117, 

400 FOR #=3 TO 17 STEP 2:PEN INT(RND®4)+1:LOCATE #,192P 
RINT CHRS (212) +CHRe (213) :NEXT 
410 PEN 2 
420 LOCATE 1,19: PRINT CHRE(145)+CHRS (215) :LOCATE 19,198 
PRINT CHRS (214) +CHRE (143) 
430 LOCATE 1,18:PRINT CHRS(215)sLOCATE 20,18:PRINT CHRE «21a) 
440 PEN 5. 
450 LOCATE 9,19:PRINT CHRS(205):LOCATE 9,18:PRINT CHRS( 
204) 
460 PLOT 264,125,7:DRAWR 12,0 
470 LOCATE 10,19:PRINT CHR#(231) 
480 REM VARIABLES 
490 s=0:ee=5 
500 x=320: y=200 
510 b=INT (RND#400) +100 
520 v=500 
530 IF =(300 AND u>190 THEN ag=CHRS (210) +CHRE (211) 1 INK 
6,2 
540 IF $¢200 AND =>100 THEN a$=CHRS(208) +CHRS (209) + INK 
6,28 
550 IF =C110 AND 62-10 THEN aS=CHRé (206) +CHRS(207) + INK 
6,20 
360 Tas 
570 IF s=300 THEN 1140 
380 PLOT 1,14, 1:PRINT"SCORE= 
590 REM MAIN PROGRAM 
600 PLOT x4y,1:PRINT CHRS(200) +CHRE(201) 5 G10 PLOT x,y"16:PRINT CHRS(202) +CHRS (203) 5 
620 PLOT b,v,6:PRINT af} 
630 MOVE byvs16:PRINT: 
640 xexe CINKEY(34)=0 AND x>4)#12-CINKEY(27)=0 AND x<580 paz 
650 y=y-CINKEY(67)=0 AND y<400) #8+ (INKEY (69)=0 AND y>17 ose 

2rcisei 

“HIGH=” 
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660 
12 
&70 

820 
30 
840 
850 
870 

910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
700 
990 

° 

1000 IF we 
1010 IF wve6 THEN wew-2 
1015 IF q>b-12 AND q<b+12 AND w>v-12 AND wivel2 AND =>2 
90 THEN 1300 
1020 IF q>b=12 AND qcb+12 AND w>v-12 AND wivel2 THEN 79 

IF INKEY(26)=0 THEN ENT 2,100,2,2:SOUND 3,100,5,7,0 
IF_INKEY(26)=0 AND TEST(x#32,y-16)=6 OR INKEY(26)=0 

AND TEST (x+32,y-12)=6 THEN 770. 
IF INKEY (26)=0 AND TEST (x+32y-16)<>5 THEN 840 
IF INKEY(47)=0 AND sm>0 THEN'910 
IF v<130 THEN 1040 
vav=14 
IF @¢100 THEN vavez 
IF $€200 THEN vavee 
IF 310 AND =>200 THEN, vaves 
GaT0 600 
REM ROUTINES FOR LASERS,SMART MISSILES etc. 
PLOT 270,125,7:DRAW x+32yy-16 
PLOT b,viPRINT a8} PLOT 270,127,0:DRAW x*32,y~16 
PLOT 264,125,7:DRAWR 16,0 
INK 642,24 
FOR g=1'TO SOO STEP SO:ENT 1,100,2,4:SOUND 2,9,10,4 

104 LNEXT, PLOT 260,127,0:DRAMR 60,0 
a=sti0 
cLse2 
‘GOTO S00 
PLOT 270,127,7:DRAM x+32,y-16 
PLOT 270,127, 0: DRAM x+32,y-16 
PLOT 260,127,0:DRAWR 60,0 
IF 92290 THEN 1240 
GoTo 700 

m1 
qn2708we150 WHILE qo>o 
WHILE woov 
PLOT qyw,5tPRINT CHRS(216)5 
SOUND 2,0,2,5 
SOUND 3\4,2,5 
IF qcb-& THEN guard 
IF_q>b+6 THEN q=q-4 

THEN wowed 

1030 WEND: WEND 
1050 PEN 1 
1060 TAGOFF 

1120 GOTO 90 

1250 vav-@ 
1260. xex+ (INKEY 
ops12 
1270 ymy- CINKEY 
70) «8 
1280 GOTO 1160 
1290 INK 6,2,24 
1310 FOR f=1 TO 
1315 BORDER o 

1370 GOTO 90 

1040 FOR f=500 TO 900 STEP S:SOUND 1,F,1,4:NEXT:MODE 1 

1070 LOCATE 1,5:PRINT"THE ALIENS HAVE LANDED" 
1090 LOCATE 1,4:PRINT"EARTH HAS BEEN TAKEN OVER™ 
1090 IF #>h THEN LOCATE 3,G:PRINT"NEW HIGHEST SCORE":h= 

1100 LOCATE 1,10:PRINT"PRESS SPACE TO PLAY AGAIN" 
1110 WHILE INKEY(47) <>: WEND 
1130 REM FLAGSHIP ATTACK 
1180 b=250:v=500: TAG: INK 6,7 
1150 PLOT 1,16,12PRINT"SCORE=' 
1160 PLOT xy,1:PRINT CHRS(200) +CHRS (201) 5 
1170 PLOT xyy"14¢PRINT CHR# (202) +CHRS (203) 5 
1190 PLOT b,v,6:PRINT CHRS(222) ;CHRS (214) jCHRS (223) 5 
1190 PLOT byv"16:PRINT CHR¢ (221) ; CHRS (215); CHR# (220) + 
1200 MOVE B,V+i6:PRINT" "5 
1210 IF INKEY(26)=0 THEN ENT 2,100,2,2:SOUND 3,100,5,7, 
1220 IF INKEY(26)=0 AND TEST(x#32,y-16)=6 THEN 1290 
1230 IF INKEY(26)=0 AND TEST (x+32,y-16)<>6 THEN 860 
1235 IF INKEY(47)=0 THEN 910 
1240 IF v<130 THEN 1040 

1300 BORDER 25,9 

1320 MODE 1: TAGOFF 
1330 LOCATE S,10:PRINT"THE ALIEN FLAGSHIP IS DESTROVED" 
SLOCATE 5,11:PRINT™EARTH 1S SAVED" 
1340 IF eh THEN LOCATE 5,20:PRINT"NEW HIGHEST SCORE*:h 
1350 LOCATE 5,25:PRINT"PRESS SPACE TO PLAY AGAIN" 
1360 WHILE INKEY(47)<>0:WEND 

5 °HIGH=" hy 

(34)=0 AND x34)#12-CINKEY(27)=0 AND x<58 
(6710 AND y<400) #84 (INKEY (69)=0 AND y>1 

1000 STEP 10:SOUND 2,f,1,7:NEXT 

‘Telephone: 0924-40237 General enquiries 
Telephone 0924-409573 Access or Visa orders 

All prices include Postage, packing & VAT. Overseas orders 
welcome, Please order stating, 1) Program Required, 2) Computer, 
3) Amount Enclosed, 4) Name and Address. 

Lists available for Spectrum, Commodore, VIC-20, BBC, 
Electron, and Memotech 

* * *€ 
* SA 

Sinclair QL. 

CBM 

* 8 * 

Lantern..Games That Shine 
SOFTWARE FOR THE TI99 4A 

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 
BBC Model B + Cassette recorder + Five games 
Acorn Electron. 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K + six games. 
BBC Model B Disc Drive from. 

Prices include VAT & P&P. 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR ATARI * BBC * 

Send no money. For free list send SAE stating 

RAMTOPS 2? °Rnssty criclnoncde42500) ge 

* * * * e HR HH 
\WE...SAVE...SAVE 

£119.95 
sroveresesve£149,50_ 

£395 

64 * VIC-20 * SPECTRUM * 
ORIC 1 * TEXAS 99/4A 

ek ek eee machine type to: 

eee eee HH 

... NEW FULL COLOUR PACKS 
'WONKEY WARLOCK 
Guide Wonkey Warlock through the dragons ait collecting weapons and Spats in order to defeat 
Him. Sscrens of incredible graphics. An solute must for every Teas owner! 
CRAZY CAVER 
You are Crary Caver and must face a myriad 
‘of hazards. Run, jum, 
Sisson salaries leap over pis Srroms and balls of fie Superb graphics and 
ee x £6-95 
4 HAFFENDEN ROAD TENTERDEN KENT] 
TN30 GOD. 'Send cheque or postal order to’ ——. 
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WILDEST DREAMS 

Software Rental 
Just a couple of questions for the computer gamer ..... 
1. When did you buy your last computer game? 
2. How often have you played it? 

[BUYS HIS WEEKLY SINGLE TAPE HHO DORS A RO. 
TRADE IN 2ND HAND. 

THANKS ANYWAY 
DAD 

[SOPTWARE RENTAL =F 

VIDEOS Wa 

EARD OF WILDEST |ADS OF AND HAS A BRILL TIME mz 

Buying software can seem a pretty bad deal when you pay £5.99 for only acouple of 
hours play. 

Well, now you can visit the Circus, help King Clive in his dungeon, beat the computer 
on your Lazer Byke, explore deep space, eat your way through a cheese warehouse 
and get totally infuriated by the Mazeball, all for less than the price of one new 
cassette. 
How? well, if you go down to your Video dealer today, you're in for a big surprise. He 
can hire you a Wildest Dream rental cassette for your Spectrum or Commodore 64, 
featuring one of these games, at a very reasonable price (say about one tenth the price 
of a good recent game ...) 

And its not somebody else’s old stock were trying to hire you. These are all brand new 
games that you've never seen before in the shops - and you won’tsee them in the shops 
later. 

Only through your local Video dealer can you hire Wildest Dreams rental software. 

CONTACT:- Chris Kilburn 
WILDEST DREAMS 
P.O. BOX 84, 
COVENTRY. 
Tel: (0203) 663085 



tters Letters Letters Letters Lé 
ers Letters Letters Letters Let 

cheerful useful letters | chosen direction Keys only be because it did not ] 1 don't want to read 
ET LALA L EM | insicad of being so down in | — Look above the hi-score | exist when the act was | about the problems they are 

2 the dumps. chart. How does the | drafted, a mistake that | having through their own 
Peri / tial Scrat programmer do the colours | could no doubt be rectified | stupidity. Why should 
looming large on the | James Walsh, Liverpool | in the border? Simon | quite quickly by Parliament. | Spectrum owners (who are 
borteons 00. Gowbt. weeny Brattel has included many | If software is covered by | in the majority) be made to 

“his comical points and created | the law of copyright then | suffer by a minority which 

Me KY d pict yous bse) six months to write, surely | to make copies for distribu- | itself. 
never had, such “expensive jmajority | that’s value for money? | tion to friends, whether in | All_you TI-99/4A, Orie 
(she aplaaiadladg este ‘Well done Simon! return for payment or not. and Dragon owners could 

: ee (ORC ie enh n Many of my friends and 1 | The same is true, incident- | have bought a Spectrum if 
thelr young cron, When | a repld,. fo. Meaty | arefed up wh the constant | ally formic cases and | you wanted one 90 don't 
as very small we Were | 86), 1 would just liketo say | competition, between hi records. The fact that this | expect any sympathy from 

then Father Caries carne | particularly. selfish just | Please, if HCW must.print | ed does not legalise the 
. 5 te Precauee wns. a_| these, ‘couldn’t there be a | breaches. i ed ceed Atari rules, | 

around now at my neigh- those fanatics who wish to | copies of software on 
Bours’ wand. Triends’ | Yes, agree that there are bours’ and friends’ | snoveSpscrum ownerschan | 200% off? water rex “shold | Pr 
Sey potted. “and don't | other owners but probably | ¢. stop for a moment an 

really spol gar owners but probably | Graham Laft, Cambridge | think about the likely PToym an tari and I think 
"Tt seems that the tess a | Of people who own other consequences of widesprsad | that for such @ good 
family ean afford it, the | micros then they would copying. Most of the best | Computer it is, sed 
hore money they spend on | outnumber the Spectrum [Don't buy | cepa, osama | seid by ay 
foys, and presents for the | Users i mets | big software houses. 
Guldren, Uemember when | The point 1 am making is who rely. upon them as a | in HCW. 1am. always 
Twas a boy one of my best | — i's perfectly fair to run source of income, or atleast | reading letters from 
presents wasa model train, | more material for other regard the potential | annoyed T199/4A. owners 
presents was a model train. | Computers and less for | LamaCBM 64 owner anda | earnings as an incentive. | and sympathise very much 

“4 Spectrum because we, and | dedicated adventure | Aren't those who copy or | With them, y mucl 
bur it wasn’t so” expensive A ecodbeley Hist 
either, and Uhadtosave up | Not they, are in the | maniac. I used to own a | contons cOnyAg Milas te | tt is a terrible feeling SEA a ate reobuy | majority! VIC-20 but Leaught upwith | goose that lays the golden | yi, 8,4 (eco, Seeing 

it and so 1 sold it 
ov wn the | We all know that copying 

Carriages. I tell you, L really | George Wallace, Lincoln | love my 64 and own the | eo! Kiam ne Soil | other computers and none 
did appreciate it ‘when 1 egy leeds) ad eat ies | as on whatever ie; logal | TOC YOU DW: 
went down the shop and * 1 would never think of 

a S: a haven't got vi far wi position. But do we have to 
spent all my Saturday | oP TTeT eT] Hav EON very tar it | Sondone something that is | geting rid of my micro 

more track and more reviews about software for 

pennies. ither of them and I'm not | morally wrong? Do we need | Because I think that it is 
. Youngsters nowadays | Replying to two of your | fever see any tips for these | 0 try {0 justify something | Every, Dit as good as a 

seem to expect that their | readers, Linda Magyar, | or any other adventures on | that is against the interests | Commodore or Spectrum, 
| parents will spend £200 or | Bognor’ Regis, although i | the 64 then I will just cut | of the majority? The sound and graphics on 

more on thelr Christmas | amtno longer young, lalso | {Re,o4, then will just cut | ole we are going to debate | Atari machines are very, 
present. 1 wouldn't spend | Masia thd “ear ‘ et’s | very good and prograt 1 ave an Ams tway. If you can't do the | software piracy let's | ety & Prosi 
That much ona holkay. | PANS, aaiatect cua and | 24a. Hou can't do the | Sort snrate more on the | mers should reise. the 
What if there are several | hope to learn to use it for | then don't buy it morality of the situation | Potential of these facilities 
children in a family and | more than games, but it | “It took me three whole | rather than the legality, | and write some more 
their parents must make | may be aslow process when | days to do Adventure Land | After all, laws are only | Programs for Ataris 
sure to treat them alll | fot'so youn I : Thave noticed that At 2 jot so young. for the VIC-20 and I didn't | needed to discourage people we noticed that Atari 
equally? | That means | Regarding your reader | get any help from anyone. | from acting against the | i Tnnie o tety strong 
spending almost £1000 just | 3.44 Bryan, Birmingham, | That's theidea of adventure | interests of society promotion campaign at the 
on, presents. Its absolutely | ihe fault is not in line 790, | —"yse "your brains, and moment and I am very 
ludicrous! __ | but in an entry before that | think out problems. Peter Calver, Supersoft, | Pleased to see this. | hope 

_ So, if your parents give | fine, 1 was unable to run By the way I think HCW | Middlesex. this will mean that software 
you’ a computer for | this program (I stil can't | is she vest mag, available companies will sit up and 

See Eun eed meteid i'm all right [Pacers 
you sion d realise Leet entry further back. I then | reviewed or perhaps an market and it is unfortunate 
much they cost and think | govt to goto 750 but have | adventure’ pape in the that they have been ignored 
yourself lucky! not been able to get beyond | magazine for so long. 

‘Tom Hawley, Streatham RE Ss Neil Glew, Nottingham i fee thas a must write | James Thorpe, Birmingham 

= aie the points that other readers 

[Cheer up! | have been ringing upin the 

ICW has some very miser- that people who own the 

All I read on the letters annoyed because the | |to Letters, Home 
page these days are More fairy stories about the | Spectrum gets so much | |€omputing Weekly, 
Complaints, moans and | Whilst reading through the | legality of software piracy | coverage. No.1coldensquare, 
srumbles. reviews in HCW 67 1 read | in this week’s issue, 1 see | _ I have had my Spectrum | |tondon WIR SAB. 

Town a CBM 64 and am | the. review on Design | (HCW letters, 6 Nov '84). | formany months now and! | jpon‘t forget to 
very happy with it. | like | Design's Dark Star. 1Can- | Does HCW need to | chose this machine because | | name yourcomput: 
Teading letters from owners | not believe that DN only | endorse Stephen William's | I realised that there was ‘the best letter 
Of other micros and {don't | gave the graphics 80%. | glaring errors by giving him | more and better software | |eould win €5-worth 
mind. seeing programs | Although it was mentioned | a prize? Let's hope it wasn’t | available for it Of software. Got o 
published for them either. | that the graphics are more | some of our software he | Some people are so | |probiem with your 
Tam very happy with | spectacular than most, the | was given stupid. They go out and buy | |miero? We'll soon 

HCW the way it is. I think | reviewer failed to mention | Now let's clarify the | the first computer that they 
there are now some very | the amazing quality and | situation rather more | sceinthe shops and then get 
good articles appearing. | smoothnes of the 3D | accurately. It is not yet | annoyed because when they | |send your technic: 
Keep it up. effects. Did he go through | legally proven that software | try to buy good software or | lal questions to 

But please could other | hyperspace? FIRE can be | is covered by the Copyright | add-ons they are inevitably 
readers. send in some | defined on all of your | Act, but if it isn’t this can | disappointed. 

1. 
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@ IMMEDIATE DELIVERY e@ 

AMSTRAD/SPECTRUM 
ARE YOU 

AN EXPERT IN 
THE FIELD OF MICROCOMPUTERS 

NOW YOU CAN BE WITH 

MICRO IQ 
1000 MULTICHOICE QUESTIONS/ ANSWERS. 

LEARN RARE POKES. 
IMPROVE YOUR PROGRAMMING 

ALSO AMSTRAD DRAW 
THE FIRST DRAW UTILITY 

(FOR CPC 464 ONLY) 

ALSO RETURN OF THE JEDI (SPECTRUM 
ONLY) 8 SPEED LEVELS WITH ‘ACTIONKILL’. 
BEAT OUR HIGH SCORE FOR SPECIAL PRIZE 
(AMSTRAD VERSION AVAILABLE SOON) 

ALL PROGRAMS £5.50 EACH INC. 
SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO 

M. K. CIRCUITS 
16 SOUTH PARADE, GRIMSBY DN31 1TX 

ASTROLOGY 
for beginners 

{A Stater Pack composing a simpe rogram 0 calla a horoscope, an ivodutory 
Soot and 2 solltaching programs (how to erpet bw hocacope) 

only £11.50 
No previous knowledge required 

48K Spectrum, 48K Orie, BBC‘Elctron, Dragon, Tandy Colo TSBO, 
‘Sharp MZBQA/K/700, GenieColour Gonio, CBM 64 & PET 3000:4000'8000, 

‘an, Arata 

Pease send me Astrology Starter Pack for uso on 
enclose a cheque/PO, U.K. for £11.50 (ine p&p). Outside UK add S0p: €2 0 dik: o, 
"enclose a large sae for free catalogue 
Name. 
Asis, 

ASTROCALC Loot Hcw 67 Rose 
Homel Hempstead, Herts HPS BER tel: 0442 51800 

Hi-Fi SOUND 
for your SPECTRUM! 

only 

£10 
post free 

icro amplifier for Superb new Far E: 
Spectrum. 

b 
quality 

‘needed. Fully guaranteed. Money back i 
delighted, Send cheque or POs — your amplifier 
will be sent by return past 

HARRIS Computer Aids 
P.O. BOX 647, LONDON SE3 9BS 
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This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising. 

ereetereetrerennriit ts 

SEssEsssssassessssssa333: Fovceresesiere-enncove seuszases esses Bs8e8 

8 
PLEASE NOTE IF YOUR ORDER 

EXCEEDS £50 YOU GET 
10% FURTHER DISCOUNT 
SEND CHEQUESIP.O. TO 

GoODBYTE (HCW) 
94 LEATHER LA\ DON EC1 
PLEASE STATE WHICH MICRO_ 

Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you're not sure about which ones they 
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then, if an advertisement bothers 

ASA Ltd, Dept 2 Brook House, forrington Place, London WC1E 7HN 



Reproduce the noise of a droid |[ |, vane 5 eam works 
passing you, explosions of 3 Sonate 10" et up sound variables 
flying saucers landing and eee $2.8 pertnpt and act ont 

taking off with this program EEO ROY 200-299 second 
399 by Andrew Clarke 00-9 our 

wish to hear then pin ba rege ate 
This program provides special | press the correct key and that | sound channels. If you don’t | | $9p-99 SX 1, 
effects for your own programs. | sound will be produced, hear anything then check the |] §o0-899 eighth 

For example, if you want to| You can have hours of fun | settings and if this doesn’t work | | 990.999 ninth 
represent the noise made by a| with this program: simply enter | try turning the sound on your | | 1000 clear sound channels 
saucer taking off, you need only | the number of the sound you! TV on 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2s 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
33 
40 
43 
5o 
s2 
54 
56 

5S FORC#=54272T054296! POKEC ,O!NEXT 
VO=8S4296 1AT=54277! WA=54276 ! SU=54278 ILF =54272tHF #54273 
REM CLR 
PRINT "id" !POKES3260 ,0!POKES3281 2 
REM CRO- 64#CRR 
PRINT*3@@@@@—950UNO EFFECTS" 
REM 2*CRD- 2#CRR 
PRINT“ MMBMEl> OROID PASSING IN CORRIDOR” 
REM CRDO- 24#CRR 
PRINT“ Mame) PANIC ALARM" 
REM CRD- 2#CRR 
PRINT" MRIS) EXPLOSION" 
REM CRD- 2#CRR 
PRINT*MM@B > SAUCER TAKING OFF” 
REM CRD- 2&CRR 
PRINT"MMMBS) ANOTHER TAKING OFF!" 
REM CRD- 2aCRR 
PRINT") SAUCER LANDING!!!" 
REM CRD- 24CRR 
PRINT" MMM?) REFUELLING NOISE” 
REM CRD- 2%CRR 
PRINT*MMBB) 2 SPECIAL NOISES” 
REM CRO- 2%CRR 
PRINT"3@BB> ALARM" 
REM CRD- 44CRR 
INPUT" SRRRMMPRESS NUMBER *#NO 
IFNO< 1GRNO >STHENS@ 
NO=INTCNGD 
ONNOGOSUB 188 ,208 388,408,500 680,700 808,900 
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58 GOTO2a 
100 
102 
104 
186 
108 
110 
112 
114 
120 

200 

202 

204 

206 

208 
210 
ete 
214 

300 
302 
304 

305 
306 

308 

303 
sia 
400 
402 

404 
406 
ag 
410 
412 
saa 
sae 
504 
sae 
see 

510 
si2 
ear 
sue 
604 
606 
6ag 
610 
612 
700 
7a2 

704 
708 
708 
710 
712 
714 
720 
722 
724 
726 
728 

POKEAT 255! POKESU ,4¢ POKELF +3 ,8!POKEVO,15!POKEAT+14 ,255!POKESU+14,4 
POKEWA ,65! POKEWA+14, 129 
FORS=1TO3@ 
FORT=0T04 
FORJ=T#5TOISTEP-1 
POKEHF ,J#2 
POKEHF +14,T 
NEXTENEXTENEXT 
POKEHF ,8! POKEHF +14 ,@!GOSUB 1000! RETURN 
POKEAT 32! POKESU ,255 POKEAT+14 ,32! POKESU+ 14 ,255!POKEWA 65! POKEWA+14, 17 
POKELF +2 ,QtPOKELF+3,8 
POKEVO, 1S!FORS=50T0100 
FORT=40-INTCRNOC1)*39)TO41 
POKEHF ,T 

POKEHF +14,S-INT(RNOC1) #58) 
NEXT NEXT 
POKEHF ,@!POKEHF +14 ,0!GOSUB1000!RETURN 
POKEVO,15!R=0 
POKEAT, 1 fPOKESU ,2551 POKEAT+ 14,32! POKESU+14,255! POKEWA, 129! POKEWA+14, 123 
R=R+1tPOKEHF , 1 !POKEHF+14,2tFORT=1T05@!NEXT!POKEHF ,@!POKEHF +14, 
IFR=4THENPOKEHF ,4tPOKEHF +14,5 
X=151 IFR=4THENFORX=ISTOOSTEP-.@5 
POKEVG ,X! IFR=4THENNEXTX!GOTO310 
GoTo3a4 
POKEHF ,@:POKEHF +14 ,@!GOSUB1000! RETURN 
POKEAT ,32tPOKESU ,255! POKEAT+14 ,32! POKESU+14 ,255! POKEWA -65t POKEWA+14, 129 
POKELF +2 ,O!POKELF+3,8 
POKEVO, 1S!POKEHF+14,25 
FORT=O@TO195STEPS!FORK=2@0TOTSTEP-1 
POKEHF , T:POKEHF -K 
NEXT! POKEHF ,@!NEXT 
GOSUB 1000: RETURN 
POKEAT ,32!POKESU 255! POKEAT+14 ,32!POKESU+14,255! POKEWA,65! POKEWAtI4, 123 
POKELF +2 ,@tPOKELF+3,8 
POKEVO,15!POKEHF+14,25 
FORT=OTCISSSTEPS !FORK=TTO200 
POKEHF , T?POKEHF -K 
NEXT! POKEHF -O!NEXT 
GOSUB 1008! RETURN 
POKEAT,32!POKESU,255!POKEAT+14 ,32!POKESU+14,255!POKEWA,65!POKEWA+I4, 129 
POKELF +2,@!POKELF+3,8, 
POKEVO, 15! POKEHF+14,25 
FORT=1S5TO@STEP-5!FORK=TTOZaa 
POKEHF , T!POKEHF -K 
NEXT! POKEHF ,@!NEXT 
GOSUB1@00!RETURN 
POKEAT ,32!POKESU ,255!POKELA 65. 
POKELF +2,QtPOKELF+3,8 
POKEVO,15 
FORB=1TOS!FORT=2T026!FORK=1TOS 
POKEHF ,T 
NEXT! POKEHF 
FORD=17050!NEXTO,T,B 
GOSUB1@0Q:PRINT" AND A VARIATION....." 
POKEAT,32!POKESU ,255!POKELIA 21 
POKEHF +14 ,20 
POKEVO,15 
FORB=1T05!FORT=2T026!FORK=1T05 
POKEHF ,T 



NEXT! POKEHF 2 
FORD=1T05@:NEXTO,T,B 
GOSUB 1908 !RETURN 
POKEAT ,32 !POKESU,255, 
POKEHF +14,5 
POKEWA ,23 
POKEVO,15 
FORT=1TO21QSTEP. 1!POKEHF ,T!NEXT 
FORT=2@9TO@STEP-.5S!POKEHF , T#NEXT 
POKEHF +14 ,:POKEHF ,O 
POKEVO,8 
POKEAT,32!POKESU,255, 
POKEHF +14,10 
POKEWA ,35 
POKEVO,15 
FORT=1T021@STEP. 1!POKEHF ,T!NEXT 
FORT=28STOOSTEP-.5!POKEHF ,T#NEXT 
POKEHF +14 ,@tPOKEHF ,O 
POKEVO ,@ 
GOSUB 1900! RETURN 
POKEAT,32!POKESU ,255! POKEHF +14 ,20 
POKEWA ,37! tA=30!B=-20 
POKEVO, 1S'tFORT=17T025, 
FORS=1TOA!POKEHF -St tNEXTIASA+BIB=-B 
FORK=1TO200tNEXT 
NEXT! POKEHF ,@!POKEHF +14, 
GOSUB1900:RETURN 

1908 FORC=54272T054296 ! POKEC ,OtNEXTERETURN 

You can’t stop playing 
Intrigue TI-99/4A Games 

Intrigue Pentathlon (extended basic) £5.99 

Shuttle Attack (extended basic) £5.95 
Shout of Sprout (extended basic) £7.95 
Lionel and the Ladders (extended basic) £7.95 
Quasimodo (extended basic) 7.95 
Atlantis (basic) £6.95 
Santa and the Goblins (basic) £5.95 
Adventuremania (basic) £5.95 
Mania (basic) £5.95 
Beneath the Stars (basic) £5.95 

All the games are packaged in full-colour audio 
wallets, are professionally duplicated, guaranteed 
to load. Mail orders are sent by Ist class return — 

post free. Telephone your access order 
anytime = 

12-page catalogue with screen shots of each game 

50p. Order now — in time for Christmas. 

Send your orders to 

Telephone our hotline — 
(058064726) 

Trade Enquiries 
Welcome 

SOFWARE Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 

ROLLABALL £6.95 
A challenging game of skill, 
relying on quick wits and steady 

you keep the 
POLLABALL in motion? 

Al you have to do is slide a 

disappear when the 
ROLLABALL moves over them. 
A very addictive one player 
game. 

THE ROYAL QUEST £6.95 
Can you discover the object of 

Your quest and then complete i? A clasio txt onty 
adventure, with dozens of problems to keep you 
perplexed for weeks. Features include save game facility 
and very large vocabulary. 

THE MOORS CHALLENGE £6.95 

An ancient game of strategy and cunning. ‘Capture’ all 
‘your opponents counters to win. Play against your 
[Amstred CPC 464 at any of five skil levels, from simple 
to advanced or pay against a friend, you can even make 
the computer play against itself. 

* & & SPECIAL OFFER * * *& 
For a limited period only* Timeslip Software will be giving 
‘away one free title with bain titles purchased, 60 
hurry send cheque/P.0.'s : 

TIMESLIP een 
STONEYBURN WORKSHOPS 
THE OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL 

STONEYBURN, WEST LOTHIAN EH47 8AP 
“Offer ends 318t November 1984 



Hy 

’\graphics 

Galactic 
Plague 
Amstrad 

CPC464 £8.95 
‘Amsoft, 169 Kings Rd, Brent- 
wood, Essex 

This program proves that you 
cannot always judge a game by 
its programmers. Coming from 
the Spanish company,  Indes- 
comp, it might be easy to assume 
that this is up to the standard of 
some of their other programs 
such as Roland in the Caves. instructions 
This is not the case at all ease of use 

Trather get the impression that graphics 
Paco Suarez could program this 
after lunch one day. It is a space 
game and has a whole host of 
deadly aliens coming down on 
you from the top of the screen. 
‘They drop the usual bombs and 
have a nasty habit of dropping 
‘one just as you shoot them 

Select One 
48K Spectrum 

£12.49 
Computer Records, 21 
Pl, London W14 8LG 

Napier 

ithe computer compilation 
cassette has finally arrived. 
Select One contains twelve 
Jgames, all originally released at 
Hnormal prices. It is a nice idea, 
but obviously quality is the most 
important factor. 

‘On Select. One, quality is 
pretty good. Ocean provide three 
very good games: Hunchback, * 
Mr ‘Wimpey and the Test ff 
known Transversion. Quicksilvay, 
provide three old | but fairly 4 
playable space games: Meteor} 

space Intruders and Time| 
z hhilst Bug-Byte present] 

Pool, a very good version, plus| 
Spectres, an early but still fun 
Pacman. There is the highly 
praised political adventure Denis! 
Through The Drinking Glass 
from Applications. Finally, there, 
fare three from Anirog: Missile 
Defence, plus two dreadful 
games — Kong and Moon 
Buggy. 
Although none of. the games} 

are new (with the exception of 
the latter two Anirog programs) 
all are good, and would cost well 
lover £60 if bought individually. 1 
suspect many people will already 
have the best of these. 

Still, it represents exceptional 
Value if you want two or more of . 
the games listed, or you are newbs 

to the Spectrum. I look forward 
to compilations of even beter 

wf} 

y 

quality, 
instructions 
playability 

value for money 

kak 

thereby killing you. 
The game has speed, colour 

and_ noise 
originality 
main point in its favour is that 
there is a two player option, the 
first I've seen for this machine. 1 
can only believe that watching 
two players would be twice as 
boring as watching one. Added 
to all this, I find the first screen 
just too difficult and you use to 
many lives on this level 

value for money 

FBSkinner La, Leeds 7 

but 
and 

lacks 
interest. 

any 
The 

D.C. 

Jet-Boot Jack 
CBMG64 £7.95 

English Software, Box 43, Man 
chester M60 3AD. 

A jetpack scenario provides the 
action with a musical overtone. 
LAS with most 64 cassettes this 
‘one comes in a ‘turbo load’ type 
format, which means fast 
loading, in this case around 4 
minutes. The reliability does not 
seem to be affected. 

As Jet-Boot Jack, who looks 
like a cross between Flash 
Gordon and Captain Birdseye, 
Your task is to journey through @ 
Record Pressing Plant, collecting 
musical notes. Objecis such as 
fuel may be ‘picked up, while 
mechanical gremlins, sliding 
floors and lifts keep you on your 
toes — sorry, fingers. 

Aliens such as Stators and 
Patrollers are killed by jumping 
on their heads(!) Flappers are 

=z 

Here's a page Of space-style 
games that will transport you 
away from hs drab side of 

Ife 

BMX on the 
Moon 

32K BBC £7.95 
Superior, Dept C, Regent Hse, 

This title must be the most silly 
land irrelevant that has ever been 
published for the BBC. It must 
Ibe designed to catch the unwary 
IBMX/BBC owners and help 
them part with their cash. 

The BMX in question is in fact 
la moon cycle and you have to 
ride it over the surface of the 
moon avoiding rocks, bouncing 
monsters, flying barreis and alien 
'space-ships, 

‘The graphics are reasonable 
but the game itself is very badly 
designed. To jump over the rock 
you have to accelerate and jump, 
‘but once you are in mid-air you 
‘can brake! The main problem is 
that the game is not very realistic 
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and so it is difficult to under. 
stand. At times it is impossible to 
continue and you have to crash. 

The game is obviously a copy 
of an arcade game and taking 
this into consideration it is of a 
fairly low standard. 
With all this you may think the 

game is awful and you shouldn't 
buy it but this is only an opinion 
and someone else may find it 
very good. There’s no accounting 
for taste! D.B. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

creatures which can’t be killed. 
This game requires a joystick, 
and provides a fast and amusing 
challenge, perhaps a little too 
fast. A mastery of the technique 
is essential for a high score. 
Sound and graphics are well 

used, with demo options, skill 
levels, and avery entertaining 
theme tune. I found it difficult to 
play at first, but after pra 
proved quite addictive, Not the 
most original game of the year, 
but certainly a professional job 
and worth a try. DA. 

instructions 70%, 
playability 80% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 68% 

mis a 
The Stainiess 

Steel Rat 
Saves The 

World 
CBM 64 £8.65 

John Wiley, Baffins La, Chi-| 
chester, Sussex PO19 1UD. 

fay of, [One of the latest in the way 
text and graphic adventures is 
this offering from Shards Soft- 
ware, which attempts to recreate| 

a 

levents from the novel of the} 
same name by Harry Harrison, 
If you haven't read the book 
ldon’t worry, you get a free copy 
‘with every cassette, 

As Jim DiGriz you are plunged| 
into an alarming scenario when| 
jan evil creature called He is 
destroying the world by cutti 
off its past. Your mission is to} 
[defeat the menace, and a variety 
lof hardware is left for you to use, 
including the mysterious Time 
Helix which I found unfathom-| 
ble. 
In this adventure two word 

phrases are used to describe! 
actions, which does limit play? 
slightly, although an. interactive] 
help is’ available, The illustra- tions were a little cruder than 
most, but still highly imagina- 
tive. "I found that reading the 
book also gave a much better 
background than the game 
introduction. 

This adventure to me scemed a 
little less. well presented than 
some, but science fiction fans 
will love it, and it is certainly a 
challenge. Wait till you have to 
‘manipulate spin, 
resonance and phase 
Jdetermine their properties, 
instructions 
playability : 
jeraphics value for money 
xkKkKK * 

Ye 



FEATURE: PROGRAMMING 

Computerised filing systems 
have many advantages over the 
more conventional data storage 
methods, not least of which is 
the reduction in size of the 
storage material. One cassette, 
or disc, takes up a lot less room 
than the equivalent book, or 
card system. Another advan- 
tage is the speed of retrieval of 
data from within the file, and 
the method of that retrieval is 
the subject of this article. First 
though, let’s have a look at how 
a typical computer filing system 
might be laid out. 
When the ‘skeleton’ of the 

file is laid down it consists of 
labels which refer to the data we 
wish to put into the file. For 
instance, if you were the 
secretary of a social club, the 
layout of Fig.1 might meet your 
needs. Because the labels will 
refer to each member only one 
set of labels are needed, and 
these will occupy only a few 
addresses within memory. 

The data however will most 
likely differ from member to 
member — at least the member- 
ship numbers should. This 
means then that each member 
has a unique place within the 
file, which could be laid out as 
per Fig.2. It is important that 
each field of data is allocated 
the same number of addresses. 
For example the telephone 
numbers could take up to 10 
bytes, and the name 25 bytes. 
Whatever, the thing is that each 
field has the same number of 
addresses, whether they are 
occupied ‘or not. This means 
that each block of data is an 
exact number of bytes from its 
counterpart in the next file. 
This number of bytes we could 
call ADDER, if we wanted to, 
because, if we take the starting 
address’ for, say, names, and 
add the number of bytes 
difference, we would be at the 
start of the next name block. 

Another important fact is 
that data should be entered for 
each member in exactly the 
same way. For instance, if you 
were the secretary of a social 
club, the layout of Fig.1 might 
meet your needs. Because the 
labels will refer to each member 
only one set of labels are 
needed, and these will occupy 
only a few addresses within 
memory. 

The data however will most 
likely differ from member to 
member — at least the member- 
ship numbers should. This 
means then that each member 
has a unique place within the 
file, which could be laid out as, 
per Fig.2. It is important that 
each field of data is allocated 
the same number of addresses. 
For example the telephone 
numbers could take up 10 bytes, 
and the name 25 bytes. 

The 

Whatever, the thing is that each 
field has the same number of 
addresses, whether they are 
occupied’ or not. This means 
that each block of data is an 
exact number of bytes from its 
counterpart in the next file. 
This number of bytes we could 
call ADDER, if we wanted to, 
because, if we take the starting 
address for, say, names, and 
add the number of ‘bytes 
difference, we would be at the 
start of the next name block. 

‘Another important fact is 
that data should be entered for 
each member in exactly the 
same way. For instance, if you 
enter Brown. A. for the first 
file, and then Brown, A.B., or 
even A.B.Brown, that's fine, 
but if you request a search for 
A.B.BROWN, he or she won't 
exist. 

The foundations for the 
search will be laid down in the 
file maintainance program. For 
example, this program will have 
to detect a request for a search, 
which could be just pressing key 
S. Then a menu would have to 
be presented to enable you to 
choose which set of data you 
want to access. 

‘Suppose you wanted to find 
out how many members were 
called Smith. You would select 
‘names’ from the menu, and 
then you should be requested to 
put in the name required. After 
terminating your entry, most 
likely with ENTER, the 
computer is now set to search [ 
the files. When you first 
selected ‘names’ from the 
menu, the computer would 
immediately set_a marker to 
point to the starting address of 
the first name block. 

In the program listing given it 
is the HL pair which is loaded 
with NAMES before the 
program is called. Whilst you 
were entering the name a 
counter would be keeping tabs 

Ever wondered how you eta 
program to find things, like 

data from within a file? 
Ponder no longer — Bob 

Bennett explains all 

on the number of characters in 
the name, Don’t forget, your 
computer doesn’t know the 
difference between a name and 
a telephone number. Smith has 
five characters, so ‘the search 
will be for five bit patterns to 
match up in the correct order 
with the five that you entered. 
The labels used in the 

program are as follows: 
TEMP is where the startin, 

address for each field is 
TEMPorarily stored 

COUNT is where the number 
of characters is stored 

STORE is an area in memory 
reserved for the storage of 
data to be worked on, some- 
times called a buffer. In this 
instance it will hold the 
starting address for each 
name block which contains 
the five bit patterns which 
humans call Smith 

ADDER is where the number 
of bytes between data blocks 
is stored 

TEXT is a temporary area 
which holds the characters to 
be searched for 

TOTAL holds the number of 
files to be searched through 
The numbers in ADDER and 

TOTAL will be constants set 
when the program is initialised. 

Once the search has been 
completed there remains. the 
matter of presenting the data 
which has been found. That is 
the subject matter for another 
article, but the program 
shouldn’t be too difficult to 
structure. Each complete file 
‘occupies a known number of 
addresses, each data field has a 

precise position within the file, 
the total number of files is 
known, and the starting address 
of each file is known by 
computation. 

NAME : 

ADDRESS : 

PHONE NO. : 

MEMBERSHIP NO. : 

SUBS DUE : (date) 

Fig.1 File labels 

Notes 
On entry the HL pairs hold the 
address of the first data field to 
be searched. On exit, it is the 
data in STORE which is of 
interest. This data will be a 
series of addresses which are the 
starting addresses of each data 
block holding the information 
searched for. 

If you need to know how 
many times a match occurred, 
then a separate counting loop 
could be set up, and the counter 
incremented after the DJNZ 
instruction, and before the 
AGAIN label. 

The total number of files 
accessed by the program in 
TOTAL is assumed to be less 
than 256, which is not a lot. For 
any number greater than 255 
use the BC pair — Ld BC, 
(TOTAL) - DEC BC - Ld 
A,B-OR C - RET Z, and Ld 
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FEATURE: PROGRAMMING 

DATA FOR MEMBER No.1 

(TOTAL),BC. This would Sou 
mean that’ the instructions Ld se 
A,(COUNT) - Ld B,A would 
have to come just before the JR 
START instruction. Justa 
slight rearrangement would be 
required. 

Ld IX,STORE 
START Ld DE,TEXT 

Ld (TEMP),HL 
Ld A,(DE) 
CP (HL) 
JR NZ,AGAIN 
INC Hi 
INC DE 
DJNZ LOOP 
Ld HL,(TEMP) 
Ld (IXO),L 
Ld (X+1),H 
INC IX 
INC IX 

AGAIN Ld A,(COUNT) 
Ld B.A 
Ld DE,(ADDER) 
Ld HL\(TEMP) 

LOOP 

ADD HL,DE 
Ld A,TOTAL) 
DEC'A 

Zz 

d 
EC 

RET 
Ld (TOTAL),A 
JR START 

Program list 
search 

ig for a block 

WN 
SSS 

FILE LABELS | NAME |ADDRESS| PHONE] MEMBERS No. |SUBS DUE| NAME /ADDRESS| PHONE] MEMBERS No, 

Fig.2 Layout of a file within memory 

(@ MASSIVE DATABASE Poclewinner i  sophisicated Pooks 
prediction aid I comes complete withthe largest database Svalable - 22000 matches over 10 years. The database updates 
‘Biomaticaly as resus come in 

(© PREDICTS _ Not jut SCOREDRAWS, but AWAYS, HOMES 
‘and NO SCORES. 

(© SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee tat Poolewinner performs 
sgniicandy borer than chance 

(© ADAPTABLE Probabities are given on every fare 
Choose as many selections as you bed fot your bet The 
precise prediction formula canbe st by the wser you can Gevelop and test your own unique method 

(CPC 464, BACB, Arar (48K), ZXBI (16K), Dragon, Apple IBM pe 
PRICE £15.00 (alll inclusive) 

"Pie programs roppled Jockeys and elect ofthe draw fr al Bish courses (Fiat & Nasonal Hast) 
[AVAILABLETOR pecan (I). Conmodese BBC Drage, Ra) Applet 

PRICE £12.50 (all inclusive) 
"AVAILABLE (RETURN OF POST) FROM 

Selec BY 
‘SOFTWARE 

37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. @ 061-428 7425 

LOW LOW PRICES 
ON ALL OUR 

COMPUTER GAMES 

Merrals Wood Garage, 
Merrals Wood Road, Strood, Kent 
Please send for following Computer. 
Tenclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
Please tick box to show make of 
Computer BBC Atari 

Spectrum Commodore vic Orie 
Name. 
Address. 

Title € 
Tite. 
Title £ 
Send for list of games on VIC 20, BBC, Oric, Dragon. Our end of summer sale makes many games haif price. All prices include Post and Packing. and VAT. Cheques and Postal Orders made payable to Voce Video. ever 
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‘FREE POSTER OFFER 
INTERCEPTOR MICRO’S 

Lindon House, The Green, Tadley. Hants, England 
TEL: (07356) 71145/3711 TELEX: 849101 

igllie Wa A 

ae 

COMMODORE 64 

BENEFITS ON JOINING INTERCEPTOR —— 
ANGO SOFTWARE CLUB SA ritan NeaiTs 

1. Up to date information on new releases Vora 
2, Free posters § other promotional aids. 

3. Special club member discount 

4. Help club for inlerceplor adventure players. 

5. Special offers on blank data casselles 

es css!’ FREE MEMBERSHIP res 
SPECTRUM 

pei S| eee 
When you join Interceptor Micro's new software club 
you will receive free posters. We will also keep you up to. 
date on all our new releases, and include list of special 
offers on some of our latest games. Available only to 
members. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 



THE COMPUTER EDITION OF 

MONOPOLY 
egistered Wade Mark of Waddingtons Games Lia 

‘MONOPOLY 
Reegstered Trade Mark of Waddingtons Games Lis 

Pepenres Pook Vert of Wckingora Gores io 

“The Computer Eien of WADOINGTONS MONOPOLY" IS PRODUCED BY LEISURE GENUS* 
‘UNDER LICENCE FROM PARKER BROTHERS ANO WADONGTONS GAMES LTD. 

‘THE BOARO DESIGN IS THE TRADE MARK OF WADOINGTONS GAMES LTD. ©ALL COPYRIGHTS RESERVED 



by the ASP Mar 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 
Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 



In space no one can hear you scream. 

SPECTRUM 48K - CBM64 

Ques 
What isthe ship called? 

. What is the name of the 3rd officer? 

. Who played the part of the Captain? 
|. Name the star system where they found the Alien? 
.. What is the name of the cat? 

Which crew member assisted the Alien? 

ats 
ea 

*PCSisa TM of Argus Press Software 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

Soper n= 01-437 0699 35p per word 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre EXT 342. Re oat ors . 2 A 4 Send your requirem: to: Ring for information on series bookings discounts. Becki Wilsas ements 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

Situations 

Vacant 
Contract programmers required for 

wide variety of work, A full 
agency service is offered and top 
fees paid. Please send details of 
experience and other relevant 
information to S.0.S. P.O. Box 
138, London El 9PW 

AL CHRISTMAS 
OFFER 

* WANTED x 
BUYERS FOR THIS SPACE 
OFFERS TO BECKI ON 

01-437-0699 

WEEKEND COMPUTER COURS Residential (E73) an 
fod March "85. Abso 
Bisic and 6502 Mac 

jbs records 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

i FILTERBOND LTD, 19 sadiers Way, Hertfora so14 402 0992-551186 

Educational 

‘ANIMATED MUSICAL 
flashcard, alphabet _and_ spelling 
rogram CBM 64 developed with 
educational psychologist ana 
schools, Usual trade discount 
Disc €7 50; Cassette £5. Toddlersoft, 1 Catlane, Ewelme, Oxon OX9 6HX 

‘Tek: 0491 39066 

By Order of the 

ety 
Fifteen Sage" I + IV. Micro. Processor Tesoro wsador Ann Arb ‘Kode™. "Dragon", "Atatt", "Co 
Nt 0" and “Apple” Printers: Die Ds approx. Twenty Porable Colour Television Sets Casette Desks: Transformers: Joy St tice Equipe Txecutive De 

bol £1 9DW. 
nce 

Liquidator, 
C. J. Chambers Esq., F.C.A. 

of Arthus Young, Me Clelland Moores & Co., 
re 

IMAGINE SOFTWARE LTD. 
TURNER AND SONS (Est 

Will sell by Public Tender in Individual Lots 
EXCELLENT RANGE OF MODERN COMMERCIAL & 
HOME COMPUTERS AND ANCILLIARY EQUIPMENT. 

1810) 

BBC and "Sincl 
prox. Twenty Eight VDU Screens 

‘Oran model MX” SOSOBIT Tape Deck 

ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

Quality CBM 64— 
Software Library 

0p hire. Including Dallas, Zaxxon, 
Stamp for 
CBM 64 LIBRARY SYOX STREET TREHARRIS S WALES. 

r— WIN A COLOUR T.v.— 
Spectrum - Oric - Atmos 

Software Library FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE ENTRY TO DRAW SIE FOR DETAILS TO" 
Re SOFT. 113 BROOMFIELD RO. MARSH, HUDDERSFIELD (state micro} 

r— ORIC/ATMOS — 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

;-— COMMODORE 64 
Software library in| 

Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (€), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

[7 COMMODORE 64 —— 
Software Library 

Any titles supplied 
membership &5 Weeks hire £1 including postage 

same Gay despatch 
| Richardson, 45 Langshaw street, 

Longport, Stoxe-on-Trent. 

To hire 
48K up 
to Business & Computer Services 
24a, Caledonian Rd., London NI 
IBA. Tel. 01 607 0187 

'VIC-20/CBM 64 SOFTWARE HIRE 
Free membershio!! 

Dozens of titles (e.g, 30 Time Trek 
Pharoah’s Tomb) from 60p per 

week. Send SAE for your Hirekit to 
Vie-20 Software Hice (HCW), 242 Ransom ‘Road, Mapperiey. Nottingham. ‘State which machine plese 

computer from 
ards, please phone or write 

FOR SALE 

Sinclair QL. Complete with Asset 
bler, Monitor and Character 
generator plus many 
books and some very interesting 
programs. Offers around £340. 
Phone Simon 01-959-6239 

London WIR 3AB 

Profitable oll B. 50+ rel dl 
Business ideas or ways of making 
money from almost any computer 
Details £4.95, Mail only, Ridley 
(HCW), Wallsend House, Pevensey 
Bay. Sussex. 

Have you seen my Peripherals 
Zap ‘em Monster Games 

Role players do itin dungeons 

‘Sweatshirs in grey £5.99 cach 

Mail Order only from 
‘One Per Cent Screens, Unit 12; Star Lane state, Great Wakering, Ese 

Hardware 
f—TI-99/4A ADAPTOR— 

Any joystick to texas single 
£7.00 double £8.00 including 

postage and package. Reply to 
W.T. Smith, 7 Glenalmand, 

Whitburn EH47 8PD 

y-CBM 64 Bn | 
TAPE TRANSFER — 

DUAL CASSETTE INTERFACE 

{0 inc apo" Taso, Mars Home, 4 Burnett Place, Bradtoed BOS9UX, day money back guarantee Ir not 100% satisfied 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon sofiware 
library — Membership £5.00. 
Tapes | (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E. Tucker, (H) $8, Bler 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 
Spectrum Library. Two weeks hire 
£1.00. Life membership £4.00. First 
2 tapes free hire. Send stamped 
S.A.E. “Softbypost” 14 Blakeley 
Avenue, Wolverhampton. 

Free Amstrad Link Club. Write for 
details Mr C.A. Bryant, 11 Haven: 
view Road, Seaton, Devon. 

therein belong to Argus 

SSN0262.3991 
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ORIC 
Account book — Personal Finance package 
Picture Book — Colourful spelling game for 
young children 9s 
iors Book — Challenging game to develop 
Feading sills 3 

Available for Oris tr Atmos 
HCW review # #  # 

For detalls phone 0923 $3482 or Wnite to-— SOFTBACKS (dept HCW) FREEPOST, WATFORO, WOT GFP 

Atari computer software bought 
and sold. SAE’s and lists to Jervis, 
19 Portree Driv 
tingham NGS SDT 

Software 
Applications 
Spectrum Speedyload: Halve your 

time! This short program 
lets you save/load at 3000 baud 
Easy to use, Cassette (48K) £2.95. 
Ness Micro Systems, Main Street 
Muir of Ord, Ross-shire. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE: 
Any three fantastic games for only 

£5. 39 uitles 10 choose from 
For full ist S.ALE. to: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park. 

Hull HU7 4A 

Rise Park, Not 

SOFTWARE AGENT: 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS— 
If you are a good programmer you probably need an 

agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: 
6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road 

Bath, Avon BA2 6EF 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 
Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
{minimum charge 15 words) 

Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

‘SOFTWARE BARGAINS!!! 
COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 
{gna Vainalla 80D Thomp Dec 
Dimomp bees $0 Ftball Mnor 
Zamcon” 7.90 Jetset Willy Figne Ptn 757550 Huncnoack 
50 Time Trek 450 
Strip Poker | 7.80 
Mail orders only. SAE for full price 
list. POS/Cheques to:— MES ( 

Ltd, (Dept HCW), 24 Edward Road, 
Walthamstow, London £17 6LU 

NEW VIC-20/CBM 64— 
ARCADE GAMES — 
‘SUB WARS" — “THE HAWK 

£2.50 each 
PO BOX 1520 DUBLIN — 

immediate — guaranteed 
Phone 603402 

MICRO PRICES 

4 
430 
430 

COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 
ZimsalaBim 7.69 Sneriock 10.99 
Gumsnoe "570 Hamosteaa 7.69 
Scraoble 970 Zenil 639 
Zaxxon 7.69. Pyjamarama 5.99 
BeacnHead 769 ATC 240 
Macbeth 1290 Backpackers 590 
Boulderaasn 669 ScubsoWve 449 
HignNoon 565 FeolMngr 5.15 
FeDIMngr 575 SteveDavis 599 
Micolvmpics 425 TUL as 

"ALL GUARANTEED: 
SAE FOR FULL PRICE UST 
LL (WCW), 11 BILBOE ROAD, TON, W MID WV14 BEE Pos 

NEW SOFTWARE —= 
PUBLISHER NEEDS YOUR 
SPECTRUM MASTERPIECE, 
SEND TAPE + S.A.E, TO 

D. J, WEST 
16 STEMP STREET 
SHEFFIELD S11 SBE 

REPAIRS SPARES REGISTER 
Commodore repairs. By Commo- 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling- 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

HEMEL COMPUTE! 
CENTRE LTD. 

For fast reliable repair service 
of your SPECTRUM, BBC, 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. e.g 
Send your 16/48K Spectrum to 
us and we will repair and return 

it for £20 + £1.60 p&p. 
Hemel Computer Centre Ltd. 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstea 
Heris HPI 3AF. 
Tel: 0442 212436 

Repairs — ZX81 — Spectrum. Fast 
reliable repairs by experienced 
engineers, having serviced Sinclair 
computers since the introduction of 
the ZX80, Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT 

tive of fault. *No hidden 
charges. *While-you-wait service 
available, Spectrum £18.75. ZX81 
£11.50. 16K Ram £9.95. Call or 
send with cheque or P.O. 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, 
French's Road. Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Tel (0223) 311371 

READ OUR DEALER 
DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 

LOCATION OF YOUR 
NEAREST COMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

CLASSIFIED DEPT 

(01-437 0699. 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions requi d. 

weeks. 

Golden Square, London WIR 3AB. 

We offer repairs and spares 
for Sinclair, Commodore, 
Atari and all other makes. 
Part exchange and second 
hand computer services 

available. 
STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 

GHN TEL: 0524 824519 

MICRO-SERV 

BBC, SPECTRUM, VIC-20 AND ALL 
PERIPHERALS. 3 MONTH 

WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
UNIT 4, Denny Workspace, 
Denny, Scotland, FK6 6DW 

Tel: Denny (0324) 823468 

Nationwide 
Shops and 
Dealers 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software i 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, 

ELECTRON, ZX81 

Inter 

och 

9am-8pm. 
d 

argest selection of hardware 
and software in the area contact: 

VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 
TEL: 0935 26678, 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 



Christmas Twin Pack with Christmas Card 

Spectrum 48K Pyjamarama Automania £11.95 

Commodore 64 Pyjamarama Automania £12.95 

Amstrad CPC 464 Pyjamarama Master Chess £12.95 

\) MIKE GIGEN) 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317 



THE MICRODEAL 
‘WONDERLAND 

These terrific games from Microdeal are available 
in Tandy Shops Nationwide for the 

TRS 80™ COLOUR 
COMPUTER 

-, ALLTHESE GREAT 
Ss GAMES PLUS MANY 

MORE ARE EXCLUSIVELY 
AVAILABLE FROM 
OVER 350 TANDY 

STORES & DEALERS 
o ) NATIONWIDE 

,. GAMES CASSETES 

4 a eis 
—> EXCEPT 

COMPOSER 
| ] £1495 

41 Truro Rd, St. Austell Comwall PL25 SJE 
Phone 0726 3456 


